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CHAPTER 1. GENERAL INTRODUCTION 
1.1 Introduction 
Agricultural non-point source pollution poses a serious threat to aquatic ecosystems. As 
Frissell and Bayles (1996) succinctly stated, "The majority of aquatic organisms have the 
unfortunate handicap of living downstream of humans ... as a consequence, the integrity and 
biodiversity of aquatic ecosystems is highly dependent on the way humans manage the 
landscape." According to a 1998 report to Congress, the Environmental Protection Agency 
stated that agriculture is the leading source of non-point source pollution. The report also 
stated that nutrients (e.g. nitrogen and phosphorous), primarily from agriculture. are the most 
common pollutants affecting lakes. Agriculture constitutes about 49% of all the water quality 
problems that have been identified in lakes in the United States (EPA, 1998). Therefore, 
there is a strong need to evaluate both the agricultural and other anthropogenic factors that 
contribute to the degradation of the nation's fragile ecosystems-especially in areas like 
Iowa that are dominated by agriculture. 
Agroecosystems can be defined as "complex systems involving interactions between the 
components and processes of the natural environment and specific human activities 
associated with agricultural production" (Oberle and Burkart, 1994). The complexity of 
agroecosystems requires analyses that utilize an integrated ecosystem approach that not only 
determines the effect of land use and/or land management changes on hydrology and 
chemical movement, but also assesses the contribution of agricultural production and other 
human activities to the degradation of aquatic ecosystems. One method of assessing impacts 
of agriculture on environmental quality is through simulation modeling. Simulation modeling 
provides a cost-effective alternative for evaluating many different agricultural practices and 
testing of hypothetical scenarios of land use in order to determine the "best-case scenario" for 
natural resource management decision-making. 
In 1987, Congress added non-point source pollution management provisions to the Clean 
Water Act (Section 319). These provisions emphasized a watershed approach to ecosystem 
management and required states to develop and implement programs to control non-point 
sources of pollution. A three-stage national program was created with federal approval and 
assistance, and was implemented by the states in order to address non-point source pollution 
problems. The three stages are as follows (EPA, 1995a): (1) developing non-point source 
assessment reports, (2) adopting non-point source pollution management programs, and (3) 
implementing the management programs over a multiyear time frame. 
Simulation models can be utilized when implementing the three stages of non-point 
source pollution control programs. According to the Office of Technological Assessment 
(1982) models are used to: (I) test and/or generate hypotheses for improved understanding of 
chemical, biological, and hydrologic processes; (2) provide a conceptual framework to 
pinpoint gaps in knowledge and to stimulate new research, (3) integrate knowledge about 
different biophysical and chemical components of environmental systems to provide a 
coherent picture of the entire system, (4) make long-term predictions of the impacts of 
agriculture on environmental quality, (5) select the best alternative practices that meet the 
desired water quality goals, and (6) summarize data, interpret results, and transfer the results 
to other areas where limited field data is available. 
The ecosystem-level approach adopted in this study and the tools developed can 
facilitate the analyses of "what if' scenarios, the evaluation of impacts of alternative land 
management on the trophic condition of aquatic systems, and the cumulative assessment of 
impacts of watershed management on aquatic ecosystem structure and function. 
The terms land use, land management, and land management practices are used 
synonymously throughout this text and refer to how the land is both used (e.g. crops. forest. 
water, roads) and managed (e.g. fertilizer is applied, pesticides are applied. conservation 
tillage practices are used). 
1.2 Research Objectives 
The overall goal of this research is to incorporate the diverse aspects of agricultural and 
aquatic ecosystems through the use of two biophysical models and a geographic information 
system (GIS) in order to analyze the effects of land management of agroecosystems on water 
resources. More specifically. the objectives of this research are: 
I. To identify the mechanisms controlling interactions of agricultural watersheds with 
aquatic ecosystems. 
2. To evaluate the impact of land management practices on water quality using an 
ecosystem approach that incorporates spatial heterogeneity in a watershed and linkages 
between watersheds and aquatic ecosystems. 
3. Utilize indices for characterizing the integrity of aquatic ecosystems. 
1.3 Organization of the Thesis 
The first part of this thesis, entitled "Background" will provide both a literature review 
and background information on the agroecosystem approach. non-point source pollution 
'-' 
modeling, aquatic models. defining trophic conditions of aquatic ecosystems, and GIS. The 
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following portion of the thesis entitled "Integrating Systems for a Watershed Approach" will 
specifically discuss the research including materials and methods, the modeling system 
developed through the course of this research, an example application, and a discussion of 
the results. Some "General Conclusions" will then summarize and conclude this thesis. 
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CHAPTER 2. BACKGROUND 
2.1 Agriculture and Water Quality-the Agroecosystem Approach 
According to the 1996 National Water Quality Inventory (NWQI). agriculture is the 
leading source of water quality impairment related to human activities for both lakes and 
rivers in the U .S. (EPA, 1998). The EPA definition of agriculture includes crop production. 
pastures. rangeland, feedlots. and animal operations. The report also states that nutrient 
runoff from cropland is the leading cause of water quality impairment to lakes, and nutrients 
are the second leading cause of water quality impairment in rivers (Table 2.1 ). 
Table 2.1. Five leading causes of water quality impairment (EPA,1998). 
Rank Rivers Lakes 
I Siltation Nutrients 









Noxious aquatic plants 
The 1996 NWQI also includes state summaries. According to the summary for Iowa. 
modifications to stream habitat and hydrology, as well as sediment and plant nutrients and 
natural conditions such as shallowness in lakes, impair aquatic life uses in 34% of the 
surveyed rivers and over 35% of the surveyed lakes (EPA, 1998). Swimming use is also 
impaired in 7690 of the surveyed river miles and 2790 of the surveyed lakes, ponds, and 
reservoirs in Iowa. 
Since it is widely known that agriculture contributes non-point sources of pollution to 
the nation's aquatic ecosystems. it is imperative that environmental scientists. researchers. 
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and water resource managers adopt a holistic agroecological approach to understand the 
consequences. Oberle ( ! 994) defines agroecology as "the study of complex interactions 
between the components and processes of natural systems and human activities associated 
with agriculture." The agroecological approach involves studying agricultural ecosystems. 
called agroecosystems. Oberle (1994) defines agroecosystems as those areas that involve 
complex interactions among human activities associated with agriculture (i.e. cultural. social. 
economic, political) and the natural environment. Figure 2.1 shows the conceptual 








Fig. 2.1. Conceptual agroecosystem model. (Ecosphere subcomponents include energy 
changes and transfers within and from outside the ecosystem, the natural and social 
environment. and the underiying theoretical basis and point of intersection [ecology]) 
(Oberle, 1994). 
Objectives for agroecosystem research should be similar to those suggested by Oberle 
and Keeney (1991 ) as follows: (I) to gain a deeper understanding of how the components. 
reactions, and processes of the system interact and fit together; (2) to provide solutions to 
complex problems related to ecosystem function and structure; (3) to identify and prioritize 
site-specific information needs: and (4) to aid in evaluating and predicting the effects of 
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changes in agricultural policy. management practices. production systems. climate. and other 
factors. 
The twelve-state Midwest region of the U.S. is responsible for producing over 809'c of all 
corn and soybean for the nation (Oberle and Burkart. 1994). The extensive agricultural 
productivity in this region is mostly due to the quality and availability of natural resources 
and to the topography (Burkart et aI., 1994). As Oberle (1994) points out. the problem 
concerning non-point sources of pollution in the Midwest is mostly due to producers 
increasing amounts of cropland and associated inputs (machinery, fertilizers. and pesticides) 
and not incorporating management practices and/or not considering ecological issues. 
It should also be noted that the destruction of wetlands, particularly in Iowa, has 
eliminated nature's filters. Iowa has lost 899'0 of its original wetland acres (EPA, 1998). 
Wetlands are important natural filters because they can remove excess nutrients and degrade 
pesticides before these non-point source pollutants can be transported to water resources 
(Burkart et aI., 1994). Since the Midwest is extensively agricultural, and few wetlands exist 
anymore, it is even more vulnerable to non-point source poJ)ution of water resources. 
2.1.1 EPA's Watershed Protection Approach (WPA) 
Since 1991, the EPA has been promoting a holistic approach to solving complex 
pollution problems with an initiative called the watershed protection approach (WPA) (EPA. 
1998). According to the EPA (1998), the WPA is a place-based strategy that integrates water 
quality management activities within hydrologically defined drainage basins (watersheds). 
rather than implementing management by areas defined by political boundaries. Table 2.2 
summarizes the major components of the watershed protection approach. The EPA' s Office 
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Resource management activities are directed within specific geographic 
areas. usually defined by watershed boundaries. areas overlying or 
recharging groundwater. or a combination of both. 
Watershed initiatives involve the people most likely to be affected by 
management decisions in the decision-making process. Stakeholder 
participation ensures that the objectives of the watershed initiative will 
include economic stability and that the people who depend on the water 
resources in the watershed will participate in planning and 
implementation activities. Watershed initiatives also establish 
partnerships between Federal. State. and local agencies and 
nongovernment organizations with interests in the watershed. 
The stakeholders and partners identify environmental objectives (such 
as "populations of striped bass will stabilize or increase") rather than 
programmatic objectives (such as "the State will eliminate the backlog 
of discharge permit renewals") to measure the success of the watershed 
initiative. The environmental objectives are based on the condition of 
the ecological resource and the needs of people in the watershed. 
The stakeholders and partners use sound scientific data and methods to 
identify and prioritize the primary threats to human and ecosystem 
health within the watershed. Consistent with the Agency's mission. 
EPA views ecosystems as the interactions of complex communities that 
include people; thu~, healthy ecosystems provide for the health and 
welfare of humans as well as other living things. 
The stakeholders and partners take corrective actions in a 
comprehensive and integrated manner, evaluate success. and refine 
actions if necessary. The watershed protection approach coordinates 
activities conducted by numerous government agencies and 
nongovernment organizations to maximize efficient use of limited 
resources. 
of Water envisions the WPA as the "primary mechanism for achieving clean water and 
healthy, sustainable ecosystems throughout the Nation" (EPA, 1998). 
Although the WPA is not directed specifically at agriculture, it does encompass the 
objectives of the agroecosystem approach. The WPA, as well as the agroecosystem 
approach, require a multidisciplinary and collaborative approach for determining those 
watersheds most vulnerable to non-point source pollution runoff and for determining 
inappropriate land management practices within a watershed. It is also important that 
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information and technology needed to analyze these problems be made readily available and 
accessible. 
2.2 Non-point Source Pollution Models 
A variety of computer models for simulating non-point source pollution are available 
from environmental agencies. Most of the models are public domain and can be obtained 
from the Internet. Table 2.3 lists some of these models and provides a brief description of 
each. Some of the more popular models include HSPF. SWAT. BASINS. and AGNPS. 
The Hydrological Simulation Program-Fortran (HSPF) was developed by the EPA and 
is also sponsored in part by the United States Geological Survey (USGS). HSPF is a widely 
used model that can simulate both the hydrologic/hydraulic and water quality processes for a 
continuous (dynamic) event. or a steady-state event. Surface. soil, and stream processes can 
also be linked to model simulations. In HSPF, watershed processes are simulated using input 
parameters such as time history of rainfall. temperature, evaporation. and land use. The 
simulation results provide a time history of water quality and quantity as the water is 
transported as overland flow and as it flows through the soil matrix down to groundwater 
aquifers (Donigan et aI., 1995). Instream processes are also simulated from provided channel 
information. Water quantity and quality results are provided for any point in the watershed. 
Applications for HSPF include: flood control planning and operations; hydropower studies: 
river basin and watershed planning: storm drainage analyses; water quality planning and 
management: point and non-point source pollution analyses: soil erosion and sediment 
transport studies: evaluation of urban and agricultural best management practices (BMPs): 
fate, transport. exposure assessment. and control of pesticides, nutrients, and toxic 
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Table 2.3. A brief summary of some non-point source pollution models. 
Model Agency Brief Description 
AGNPS USDA (ARS). Simulates surface mnoff and nutrient 
Agricultural Non-point Source 
Pollution Model 
ANSWERS 




Better Assessment Science 
Integrating Point and 
Non-point sources 
CREAMS 
Chemicals. Runoff. and 
Erosion from Agricultural 
Management Systems 
GLEAMS 
Groundwater Loading Effects 


















transport from agricultural watersheds 
for a single storm event. 
Distributed parameter. event-based 
model that is used to simulate the 
hydrologic and erosion response of 
agricultural watersheds 
Multipurpose environmental analysis 
system for performing several different 
types of watershed- and water-quality-
based studies. 
Field-scale model for simulating 
impacts of land management on water. 
seciiment, nutrients. and pesticides 
leaving the field. 
CREAMS with an additional pesticide 
fate component. 
Simulates hydrologic/hydraulic and 
water quality processes in a watershed. 
with an integrated linkage of surface. 
soil, and stream processes. . 
Predicts the impact of management on 
water, sediment. and agricultural 
chemicals in large un gaged basins 
substances: and time-series data storage, analysis, and display (Donigan et aI., 1995). HSPF 
has been used in a number of diverse climates world-wide including tropical rain forests in 
the Caribbean. the arid regions of Saudi Arabia and the southwestern U.S., the humid eastern 
U.S. and Europe, and snowy regions in eastern Canada (Donigan et aI., 1995). 
The Soil and Water Assessment Tool (SWAT) was developed by the Agricultural 
Research Service (ARS) of the United States Department of Agriculture (USDA) in 
conjunction with researchers from the Blackland Research Center at Texas A & M 
University in Temple, Texas. SWAT is a continuous (daily time step) model that was 
II 
developed to predict the impact of management on water. sediment, and agricultural 
chemical yields in large ungaged basins (Arnold et aI., 1996: Arnold et aL 1998; Srinivasan 
et al.. 1998). According to the developers. the modeling objectives for SW AT were satisfied 
by (a) making the model physically-based, (b) using readily available inputs. (c) being 
computationally efficient to operate on large basins in a reasonable time. and (d) using a 
continuous time step so that the model is capable of simulating the effects of management 
changes over long periods of time (Arnold et aI., 1998). SWAT is not intended to be used to 
simulate long-term yields or for detailed, single event flood routing. 
BASINS is the acronym for Better Assessment Science Integrating point and Non-point 
Sources. BASINS was developed by the U.S. EPA's Office of Water to address three main 
objectives (EPA, 1996): (I) to facilitate examination of environmental information. (2) to 
support analyses of environmental systems, and (3) to provide a framework for examining 
management alternatives. BASINS is described by the EPA as "a multipurpose 
environmental analysis system for use by regional. state, and local agencies in performing 
watershed- and water-quality-based studies" (EPA, 1996). The model has a unique, flexible 
design that incorporates spatial data (using GIS), monitoring data (e.g. water quality. 
bacteria), pollution data (e.g. TRI, Superfund), assessment tools such as data mining, and 
water quality modeling (e.g. QUAL2E (EPA, 1987». BASINS also supports the 
development of total maximum daily loads (TMDLs). BASINS is a Windows®-based 
program that uses a geographic information system (GIS) as its integrating framework. GIS 
provides superior display and organizational capabilities. In addition to being able to develop 
TDMLs, the model also supports the following watershed-based analyses (EPA, 1996): 
identifying and prioritizing water-quality-limited waters: supplying data characterizing point 
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and non-point sources and evaluating their magnitudes and potential significance: integrating 
point source and non-point source loadings for fate and transport modeling: evaluating and 
comparing the relative value of potential control strategies: and visualizing environmental 
conditions and communicating them to the public through tables, graphs, and maps. 
2.2.1 AGNPS Model 
The AGricultural Non-Point Source pollution model (AGNPS) was developed in 1989 by 
the Agricultural Research Service (ARS) of the United States Department of Agriculture 
(USDA) in cooperation with the Minnesota Pollution Control Agency and the Soil 
Conservation Service (SCS). AGNPS is a grid-cell based model that can be used to simulate 
surface runoff and nutrient transport from agricultural watersheds ranging in size from a few 
acres to over 50,000 acres (Young et aI., 1989). AGNPS is run on a single storm event and 
requires general watershed information and 21 different input parameters for each grid cell in 
order to initiate calculations (Table 2.4). All watershed characteristics are expressed at the 
cell level which allows for analyzing output at any intermediate point within the watershed. 
There are three main model components in AGNPS: (l) hydrology, (2) soil erosion. and (3) 
transport of sediment and chemicals. 
The hydrology component of the AGNPS model calculates both runoff volume and peak 
flow rate. Runoff volume calculations are made using the SCS curve number method: 
Q = (P - 0.25)2 P + 0.85 (2.1 ) 
where Q is the runoff volume in mm, P is the rainfall in mm, and S is a retention parameter in 
mm. The retention parameter. S. is calculated using the following equation: 
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Table 2.4. Summary of AGNPS model parameters and data types (modified from 




Cell area (acres) 





Receiving cell number 
SCS curve number 
Average land slope (%) 
Slope shape factor (uniform, convex, concave) 
A verage field slope length (feet) 
Average channel slope (%) 
Manning roughness coefficient 
USLE soil erodibility (K) factor 
USLE cropping (C) factor 
USLE practice (P) factor 
Surface condition constant 
Aspect (flow direction, 1-8) 
Soil texture (sand, silt, clay,) 
Fertilization level (0, low, med, high, user-defined) 
Fertilizer incorporation factor (% left in top I cm of soil) 
Pesticide indicator 
Point source indicator 
Gully source level 

















Land cover/land use 
Soils 
Land cover/land use 
Land coverlland use 















where eN is the curve number. The curve number is dependent upon land use. soil type. and 
soil hydrologic group, and can be found in tables in almost any basic hydrology book. A 
table for curve numbers is also provided in the AGNPS user manual ( Young et al.. 1994). 
The peak runoff rate is calculated for each cell using an equation adapted from the CREAMS 
(Smith and William, 1980) model: 
(2.3) 
where Qp is the peak flow rate in m\·I; A is the drainage area in km2: CS is the channel slope 
in mlkm; RO is the runoff volume in mm; and LW is the watershed length-width ratio. 
calculated by L2/ A where L is the watershed length. 
A modified version of the universal soil loss equation (USLE) is used to estimate upland 
erosion based on a single storm event: 
SL = (EI) * K * (LS) * C * P >.: (SSF) (2.4 ) 
where SL is the soil loss in mg/ha per year, EI is the product of the storm total kinetic energy 
and maximum 30-minute intensity, K is the soil erodibility factor. LS is the topographic 
factor, C is the cover (or cropping) management factor, P is the conservation (or supporting) 
practice factor. and SSF is a factor to adjust for slope shape within the cell. After both runoff 
and upland erosion are calculated, transport of detached sediment is routed from cell-to-cell 
through the entire watershed to the watershed outlet (Young et aI., 1989). 
There are four chemical analyses that are recognized by AGNPS (version 5.00): 
nitrogen, phosphorus, chemical oxygen demand (COD), and pesticides. Chemical transport 
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calculations are divided into two phases, soluble and sediment. and are also based on 
relationships adapted from the CREAMS model. 
AGNPS can be used to model the effects of alternative land management practices "by 
varying input data consistent with alternative management practices being investigated and 
analyzing the resulting watershed responses" (Young et aI., 1989). Other applications of the 
AGNPS model include: prioritizing watersheds based on potential severity of water quality 
problems, locating critical areas within a watershed which are significantly contributing to 
non-point source pollution (Lenzi and Luzio, 1997: Young et al. 1989); predicting surface 
transport of pesticides in watersheds dominated by horticulture and agriculture (Pantone and 
Young, 1996): integrating AGNPS with a lake model to simulate interaction between the 
terrestrial ecosystem and the aquatic ecosystem (Summer et aI., 1990); and integrating 
AGNPS with geographic information systems (GIS) to simplify the entry of input parameters 
and for better display capabilities (Liao, 1996: Jankowski and Haddock, 1996: Kang and 
Bartholic, 1994; Morse et al., 1994; Tim and Jolly, 1994). 
Table 2.5 summarizes the output information that is available at the watershed outlet and 
for any individual cell. 
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Table 2.5. Output at the watershed outlet or for any cell (Young et aI., 1989). 
Hydrology Output 
Runoff volume (inches) 
Peak runoff rate (cubic feet/second) 
Fraction of runoff generated within the cell 
Sediment Output 
Sediment yield (tons) 
Sediment concentration (ppm) 
Sediment particle size distribution 
Upland erosion (tons/acre) 
Amount of deposition (9c;) 
Sediment generated within the cell (tons) 
Enrichment ratios by particle size 
Delivery ratios by particle size 
Chemical Output 
Nitrogen 
Sediment associated mass (pounds/acre) 
Concentration of soluble material (ppm) 
Mass of soluble material (pounds/acre) 
Phosphorus 
Sediment associated mass (pounds/acre) 
Concentration of soluble material (ppm) 
Mass of soluble material (pounds/acre) 




2.3 Aquatic Models 
Diverse computer models also exist for modeling aquatic ecosystems. More and more 
environmental scientists arc applying the agroecosytem modeling approach by incorporating 
or integrating these aquatic models with terrestrial models in order to satisfy the holistic 
watershed approach. Table 2.6 summarizes a few of these aquatic models. 
Table 2.6. A brief summary of some aquatic computer simulation models. 
Model Agency Brief Description 
EUTROMOD K.H. Reckhow et al. Spreadsheet-based model for predicting 
EUTROphication (NALMS) nutrient (nitrogen and phosphorus) runoff 
MODel and lake eutrophication. 
EXAMS EPA Evaluates the fate, transport. and 
EXposure Analysis exposure concentrations of synthetic 
Modeling System organic chemicals. 
QUAL2E EPA Water quality planning tool that can 
Enhanced stream water simulate 15 different water quality 
QUALity model constituents (e.g. N. P. BOD. DO) 
W ASPS EPA Predicts water quality responses to 
Water quality Analysis natural phenomena and anthropogenic 
Simulation Prop!ram pollution for management decisions. 
EUTROMOD (Reckhow et aI., 1992) is a spreadsheet-based model that can be used to 
predict nutrient IUnoff and lake eutrophication within the U.S. More specifically. the model 
can be used to simulate lake responses to annual sediment and nutrient loads from both point 
and non-point sources. According to Koelliker et al. (1997), EUTROMOD allows the user to 
describe up to 12 watershed land-uses, their average USLE characteristics, and dissolved and 
sediment-attached phospholUs (P) and nitrogen (N) concentrations in IUnoff. These inputs, 
along with other user-defined lake characteristics, can be used as inputs to regionally 
calibrated regression equations that allow for the estimation of in-lake N, P, and chlorophyll 
a concentrations, as well as Secchi disk depth (Koelliker et a\., 1997). According to Hession 
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et a!. (1995). EUTROMOD can be used to provide information on the variables that control 
water quality such as point source discharges, land use, and land management. 
The EXposure Analysis Modeling System (EXAMS) (EPA, 1990) was developed to 
evaluate the fate, transport, and exposure concentrations of synthetic organic chemicals and 
for performing ecological risk assessments. Synthetic organic chemicals modeled in EXAMS 
include pesticides. industrial materials. and leachate from disposal sites. According to the 
EPA (1990), "EXAMS' core is a set of process modules that link fundamental chemical 
properties to the limnological parameters that control the kinetics of fate and transport in 
aquatic systems." It provides three main types of chemical analyses: (I) exposure. (2) fate. 
and (3) persistence. Some applications of EXAMS include: evaluating field-persistent 
herbicides, evaluating dioxin contamination downstream from a paper mill, and modeling 
volatilization of organic chemicals in specific field situations (EPA, 1990). 
Ambrose et al. (1993) developed the Water Quality Analysis Simulation Program 
(W ASP5) as a management decision-making tool to predict water quality responses to both 
natural and anthropogenic forms of pollution. This aquatic model includes the simulation of 
the water column and the underlying benthos. The WASP5 modeling system consists of two 
separate computer modules, DYNHYD5 and W ASP5. These two models can be run 
separately or together. DYNHYD5 is a hydrodynamics submodel that simulates water 
movement; while the W ASP5 sub model provides prediction of chemical transport and 
transformation in natural water systems. Both submodels are based on the principle of 
conservation of mass, and as Ambrose et al. (1993) summarized: "The water volume and 
water quality constituent masses being studied are tracked and accounted for over time and 
space using a series of mass balancing equations". Input parameters for W ASP5 include data 
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values defining the following: simulation and output control: model segmentation: advective 
and dispersive transport: boundary concentrations: point and diffuse source waste loads: 
kinetic parameters, constants, and time functions: and initial concentrations. WASPS also 
contains two kinetic subroutines-TOXIS for modeling toxicants and EUTROS for modeling 
conventional water quality. More specifically. TOXIS simulates conservative chemical 
tracers (e.g. salinity, chlorides) and EUTROS simulates nutrient enrichment. eutrophication. 
and dissolved oxygen depletion (Ambrose et aI.. 1993). 
2.3.1 QUAL2E Model 
The Enhanced Stream Water Quality Model (QUAL2E) is a water quality planning tool 
that is applicable to well-mixed streams. The present version was developed in 1987 by 
Linfield Brown of Tuft~ University and Thomas Barnwell, lr. of the Environmental Research 
Laboratory of the U.S. EPA in Athens, Georgia (EPA, 1987). According to Chapm (1997), 
QUAL2E is presently the most widely used stream water quality model, and this popularity 
may be due in part to an enhanced user-friendly interface for creating input files and for 
viewing output results (EPA, 1995b). 
QUAL2E can simulate up to 15 water quality constituents in any combination chosen by 
the user (Table 2.7). The model assumes that the major transport mechanisms, advection and 
dispersion, are significant only along the main direction of flow or the longitudinal axis of 
the stream (EPA, 1987). It can operate either as steady-state or a dynamic model. Running 
the model in the steady-state mode means that the model is run until the primary predictable 
variables are time-invariant. If the user opts to run the model in the dynamic mode, discrete 
time-steps can be imposed to characterize predicted variables over a specified simulation 
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Table 2.7. Water quality constituents that can be simulated in QUAL2E. 
Dissolved oxygen 
Biochemical oxygen demand 
Temperature 
Algae as chlorophyll-a 
Organic nitrogen as N 
Ammonia as N 
Nitrite as N 
Nitrate as N 
Organic phosphorus as P 
Dissolved phosphorus as P 
Coliforms 
Arbitrary non-conservative constituent 
3 conservative constituents 
period (say 10 years). However, the model is limited to diurnal simulations when using the 
dynamic mode. 
QUAL2E permits simulation of any branching one-dimensional stream system (EPA 
1987). The stream is divided into stream reaches which are linear segments of stream that 
have uniform hydraulic characteristics. Each stream reach is then divided into uniform 
computational elements. Each computational element is labeled as one of the following seven 
element types: ( I ) headwater element, (2) standard element. (3) element just upstream from a 
junction, (4) junction element, (5) last element in system, (6) input element. or (7) 
withdrawal element (Fig. 2.2). 
QUAL2E is able to simulate changes in flow condition along the stream by computing a 
series of steady-state water surface profiles. The mass balance equation used in the model 
predicts relevant water quality constituents (Chapra, 1997): 
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o Reach number 
Computational elements: 
• H = Headwater 
• S = Standard 
• U = Upstream from junction 
• J = Junction 
• I = Input 
• W = Withdrawal 








~- Point source input 
14-- Withdrawal 





' d .:r J d (A,Uc) de 
dx- dx+V-+s '" dX dX dt 
t t t 
Dispersion Advection 
-- Transport --
Kinetics External sources/sinks 
(2.5) 
where V is the volume, c is the constituent concentration. Ac is the element cross-sectional 
area. E is the longitudinal dispersion coefficient. x is the distance. U is the average velocity. 
and S represents external sources (positive) or sinks (negative) of the constituent. 
The advection and dispersion components, represented by the first and second terms on the 
right hand side of equation 2.5, provide the transport calculations for QUAL2E. Advection 
specifies the movement of the constituent with water as it flows downstream, while 
dispersion relates to the spreading of the constituent that occurs primarily due to shear 
(Chapra, 1997). 
QUAL2E is a robust water quality planning tool. Recently, QUAL2E has also been 
integrated with other simulation models and geographic information systems for improved 
water quality decision-making systems (Craig and Burnette, 1996: Ramanarayanan et al.. 
1996; Wagner et aI., 1996). 
2.4 Defining Trophic Conditions for Aquatic Ecosystems 
The trophic condition or status of a water body is one of the most common components 
of lake assessments reported by states (EPA, 1998). Trophic status refers to the amount of 
nutrient enrichment that an aquatic system receives. The EPA (1998) stresses (he importance 
of trophic status classification, and suggests that the following categories be used for national 
reporting purposes: oligotrophic. mesotrophic, eutrophic, and hypereutrophic (Table 2.8). 
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Table 2.8. Trophic states as defined by the EPA (1998). 






Waters with more nutrients and, therefore. more biological productivity. 
Waters extremely rich in nutrients. with high biological productivity. Some 
species may be choked out. 
Murky. highly productive waters. closest to the wetlands status. Many 
clearwater species cannot survive. 
Low in nutrients. highly colored with dissolved humic organic matter. (Not 
necessarily a part of the natural trophic progression). 
Eutrophication can be defined as the nutrient enrichment of a lake or other water body 
that typically decreases water clarity, increases oxygen depletion, and favors an aquatic 
community that is dominated by phytoplankton (algae). There are two types of 
eutrophication: natural and cultural (Fig. 2.3). Natural eutrophication is a natural process of 
aquatic system succession. Cultural eutrophication, which this study focuses on, deals with 
the anthropogenic inputs to aquatic systems that accelerate nutrient enrichment. Agricultural 
runoff is the primary cause of cultural eutrophication due mostly to phosphorous (P) from 
fertilizer. Even though nitrogen (N) and carbon (C) are also required for algal growth. P is 
usually considered the limiting nutrient in Iowa. This is due to the difficulties in controlling 
the air-water exchange of Nand C, and the fixation of atmospheric Nz gas by some blue-
green algae (Sharpley et aI., 1994). Furthermore, organic pollutants such as manure can cause 
biochemical oxygen demand (BOD) in lakes or other receiving water bodies because bacteria 
consume oxygen as they decompose organic wastes. Most phytoplankton that create nuisance 
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left column: The progression of natural lake aging or eutrophication through nutri-
ent-poor (ollgotrophy) to nutrient-rich (eutrophy) sites. Hypereutrophy represents 
extreme productivity characterized by algal blooms or dense macrophyte populations 
(or both) plus a high level of sedimentation. The diagram depicts the natural 
process of gradual nutrient enrichment and basin filling over a long period of time 
(e.g., thousands of years). 
Right column: Cultural eutrophication in which lake aging is greatly accelerated 
(e.g., tens of years) by Increased inputs of nutrients and sediments into a lake, as 
a result of watershed disturbance by humans. 
Source: NC lake Assmmtnt Rqx>tt. NCOEHNR. OEM. Report No. 92-02. June 1992. 
Fig. 2.3. The progression of natural and cultural eutrophication (EPA, 1998). 
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combined forms of N. Subsequently. this decomposition process can cause such things as 
fish kills. odor problems. and death of desirable macrophytes (aquatic plants) that sustain fish 
communities (Fig. 2.4). Therefore. eutrophication has many implications on surface water 
quality including loss of aesthetics, fisheries, recreation, industry, and drinking water. 
Previous studies have linked trophic conditions of aquatic ecosystems to concentrations 
of total phosphorous (TP) (Vollenweider, 1968: Wetzel. 1983: James. 1993: Hakanson and 
Peters, 1995). The range of values of TP concentration for each trophic state vary slightly 
from study to study, but for the most part, are similar. In 1968, Vollenweider published 
widely accepted ranges for TP concentrations for trophic states. These data were modified by 
Wetzel (1983) and a table of trophic status based on TP was published (Table 2.9) as well as 
a table of measured data for international lakes (Table 2.10). 
Table 2.9. Trophic status based 00 total phosphorus (TP) from Vollenweider (1968) and 
modified by Wetzel (1983). 
Trophic Status 
Ultra-oligotrophic 






0.005 - 0.0 IO 
0.0 I 0 - 0.030 
0.030 - 0.100 
> 0.100 
However. according to Horne and Goldman (1994) and many other limnologists. using 
TP by itself to determine trophic status is not enough. They contend that eutrophic lakes are 
characteristic of both ample supplies of nutrients and high rates of primary productivity (net 
photosynthesis). They suggest that concentration of nutrients and chlorophyll (/ as well as 

























































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































According to the EPA (1998), most states make use of a trophic classification 
methodology developed by R.E. Carlson in the 1970s. Carlson (1977) developed a numerical 
trophic state index (TSI) for lakes that ranges from 0 to 100. Every ten index points (i.e. 10. 
20.30, etc.) represents a doubling in algal biomass. Carlson developed this index because he 
felt that the traditional nomenclatural (oligotrophic, mesotrophic. eutrophic) classification 
method was too ambiguous. It is widely known among limnologists that determination of 
trophic status is multidimensional and can include measurements of parameters such as the 
shape of the oxygen deficit curve. benthic species composition or phytoplankton 
composition, nutrient concentrations, lake morphometry, and measures of biomass or 
production. Therefore, multi-parameter indices have been more widely accepted than indices 
based on only a single criterion such as TP. Carlson (1977) felt that the ideal trophic state 
index should incorporate the best features of both approaches-retaining the expression of 
the diverse aspects of the multidimensional approach while maintaining the simplicity of a 
single parameter approach. It was under this premise that Carlson (1977) developed a trophic 
state index where "a single trophic criterion, e.g. algal biomass. could be the basis for an 
index from which other trophic criteria could be estimated or predicted by means of the 
established relationships." Based on monitoring records of total phosphorus, chlorophyll a. 
and Secchi disk depth in Midwestern lakes, Carlson (1977) developed a series of trophic state 
indexes (TSIs). The Secchi disk is an easy-to-use, inexpensive device used to measure the 
transparency of water. The disk is lowered into the water until it can no longer be seen, and 
the distance at which it disappears from sight is recorded as the Secchi disk depth. According 
to Horne and Goldman (1994). the Secchi disk depth for eutrophic and muddy lakes and big 
rivers ranges from about 0 to 2 meters, whereas the Secchi disk depth for oligotrophic lakes 
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or ocean waters can be as high as 40 meters. The following equations are for computing a 
TSI using Secchi disk transparency. chlorophyll a, or total phosphorus: 
TSI(SD) = 10 * (6 _ In SD) 
In2 
TSI( ChI) . ( 2.04 - 0.68 * In ChI) 10 ':' 6 - -------
In2 
TSI(TP) = 10* 6- n TP 




where SD is the Secchi disk depth in meters, Chi is the surface chlorophyll a in milligrams 
per cubic meter, and TP is the total surface phosphorus concentration in milligrams per cubic 
meter. Carlson (1977) emphasized that the number generated from using one of the above 
equations is only an index of the trophic status of a lake and does not define the trophic 
status-it is only an indicator of a more broadly defined concept. Table 2.11 shows the 
completed trophic state index developed by Carlson (1977). According to Carlson (1977), the 
best indicator of trophic status may vary from lake to lake as well as seasonally, so the best 
index should be chosen practically and realistically. Table 2.12 provides a summary of the 
advantages of Carlson's TSI over previous attempts at trophic state classification. 
For this study, two indices were used to determine lake trophic status: the index 
developed by Vollenweider (1968) defined in Table 2.9 and the Carlson TSI. 
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Table 2.11. Trophic state index and associated parameters (Carlson, 1977). 
TSI Secchi disk (m) Surface TP (mg/m:1) Surface chlorophyll ([ (mg/nh 
o 64 0.75 0.04 
10 32 1.5 O. I 2 
20 16 3 0.34 





























• The scale is numerical rather than nomenclatural allowing for a large number of individual lake 
classes rather than 3 to 5 distinct ones. 
• The major trophic divisions have a logical basis, namely the doubling of concentrations of surface 
algal biomass. 
• Even though the scale itself is constructed from a single parameter. the mathematical correlation 
with other parameters allows some latitude in selecting the best one for a given situation. 
• Calculation of the index for more than one parameter for a given lake also serves as an internal 
check both on methodology and on assumptions as to relationships between parameters. 
• The data used can be minimal or extensive, depending of the desired level of accuracy or the data 
available. 
• The index gives both the public and the limnologist a reasonably accurate impression of a lake's 
water quality. 
• With only the TSI value, a reasonable estimate can be made of the Secchi disk transparency. 
chlorophyll a. and total phosphorus. 
• The index can be used as a predictive tool in lake-management programs. 
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2.5 Geographic Information Systems (GIS) 
Geographic information system (GIS) technology has become increasingly popular as a 
tool for manipulating, organizing, analyzing, and displaying disparate spatial data in many 
natural resource management applications including forestry, agriculture, and hydrology. 
Many similar computer tools are capable of some of the functions in a GIS-the 
distinguishing characteristic of a GIS is that it is able to provide results to geographic queries. 
According to Johnston (1998), a GIS used for spatial ecological analyses is best suited for 
analyzing questions in which the location of a biological entity relative to other organisms or 
the environment influences its functioning: therefore, it could be used to answer such 
questions as, "How do hypothetical ecosystem components X, Y, and Z contribute to 
material export from watershed Q?" 
The environmental applications of GIS are many and varying including linking GIS with 
hydraulic modeling for flood risk assessment (Brimicombe and Bartlett, 1996): integrating an 
environmental impact model with a GIS for analyzing oil and chemical spills (French and 
Reed, 1996); integrating GIS for distributed storm water runoff modeling and other 
hydrologic modeling applications (Vieux et a!., 1996; Saghafian, 1996); using GIS in forestry 
applications (Mladenoff et aI., 1996; Acevedo et aI., 1996), using GIS for groundwater 
applications (0' Agnese et aI., 1996: McKinney and Tsai, 1996); using GIS for atmospheric 
and solar radiation modeling (Lee and Pielke, 1996; Dubayah and Rich, 1996); and using 
GIS for studying watershed runoff and water quality (DePinto et aI., 1996; Negahban et al.. 
1996: Craig and Burnette, 1996). 
The integration of GIS with water quality modeling has also become an increasingly 
popular research topic within the past two decades (Benaman, 1996: Jankowski and 
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Haddock, 1996; Ramanarayanan et aI., 1996; Rindahl, 1996; AI-Abed et aI., 1995: Hession et 
a\., 1995; Srinivasan et a\., 1995; Tim et a\., 1995; Kang and Bartholic, 1994; Liao and Tim. 
1994; Morse et a\., 1994; Tim and Jolly, 1994). GIS is a particularly powerful tool when 
integrated with simulation modeling because it is able to manipulate, organize, analyze, and 
display large amounts of disparate data. According to Tim et a\. (1995), the successful 
modeling of agricultural watersheds for non-point source pollution control is dependent upon 
the ability of researchers, scientists, and resource managers to manage and manipulate large 
volumes of input data, as well as the ability to summarize and display simulation results in a 
variety of forms. Therefore, a flexible data management tool, such as GIS, is required for 
successful modeling applications. When a GIS is coupled with a simulation model, it is 
typically used to simplify data input by deriving input variables from maps and tables, 
eliminating the need to manually enter all the required inputs for each computational 
element. The level of integration between the simulation model and a GIS can vary greatly. 
They could be completely integrated (tightly coupled), partially integrated (loosely coupled), 
or any where in between. 
A partially integrated, or loosely coupled, modeling environment was used in this study. 
The GIS is used to simplify the user interface, derive input variables, and to manipulate, 
organize, analyze, and display large amounts of data associated with non-point source 
pollution modeling at the watershed scale. 
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CHAPTER 3. INTEGRATING SYSTEMS FOR A WATERSHED APPROACH 
3.1 Introduction 
Management of non-point source pollution from agricultural watersheds requires an 
integrated ecosystem approach that not only determines effect of land use changes on 
hydrology and chemical movement. but also assesses the contribution of these agricultural 
and other anthropogenic factors to the degradation of aquatic ecosystems. This study adopts 
an ecosystem-level framework for evaluating agricultural land use impacts on aquatic 
ecosystem integrity. The study incorporates the diverse aspects of both agricultural and 
aquatic ecosystems through the use of two biophysical models and a geographic information 
system (GIS). The approach adopted in the study and the tools developed can facilitate the 
analyses of "what if' scenarios, the evaluation of impacts of alternative land management 
practices on indicators of the structure and function (trophic condition) of aquatic 
ecosystems, and assessment of the cumulative impacts of watershed management on aquatic 
ecosystem structure and function. 
3.2 Materials and Methods 
3.2.1 General Overview 
The modeling environment developed in this study integrates various software programs 
so that simulations can be run in a more efficient and simplified single software environment. 
Figure 3.1 shows the schematics of the integrated modeling environment. The goal of this 
integrated system is to combine the best features of each individual software program in 
order to provide the user with a product that is a PC-based, user-friendly, efficient, visually 
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Fig. 3.1. Schematics of integrated modeling environment. 
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explicit system for predicting the impacts of agricultural non-point source pollutants on water 
quality. For the novice user. the complexity of the integrated system is completely hidden 
from the user or encapsulated within the modeling environment. A graphical user interface 
(GUn comprised of point-and-c1ick menus guides the user through the modeling process. 
However, for the more experienced user/modeler, changes can easily be made to the 
modeling environment and modeling components. The modeling environment is best 
described by first explaining the integration of the agricultural non-point source pollution 
model with the GIS, and then describing how the subsequent output results can be used for 
the water quality model. The following two sections describe this integrated modeling 
environment for evaluating non-point source pollution using a watershed approach. 
3.2.2 ArcView-AGNPS Modeling System 
The integrated modeling system is implemented on a PC running Windows 9S™ or 
Windows NTTM. The ArcView ® GIS developed by the Environmental Systems Research 
Institute (Redlands, CA) is used to handle and manipulate the spatial and non-spatial data 
required by the modeling environment. Computer memory and space requirements vary 
depending on the amounts and size of data being used. However, the minimum computer 
requirements should comply with those required by each of the software programs involved 
(ArcView GIS, AGNPS, and QUAL2E). 
Table 3.1 lists the steps for implementing the ArcView-AGNPS modeling environment. 
The 'Data Preparation' step requires generating a fishnet coverage using the Arc/INFO® GIS 
(ESRI, Redlands, CA) (see Appendix C). A fishnet coverage is generated by dividing a 
watershed into uniform grid cells. Deriving the AGNPS input from GIS coverages greatly 
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Table 3.1. Steps for implementing the ArcView-AGNPS Interface. 
Data Preparation 
I. Generate fishnet coverage in ArC/INFO (See Appendix C for instructions) (Fig. 3.2). 
2. Import fishnet coverage (.eOO file) into ArcView (Fig. 3.3). 
3. Restructure attribute table of fishnet coverage so that fields are in the con'ect order (Fig.3.4). 
4. Select 'AGNPS Main Menu' tool button (or from pull-down menu) for AGNPS main menu 
options (Fig. 3.5). 
AGNPS Main Menu Options 
5. Select 'Set AGNPS Directories' and input required information (Fig. 3.6). 
6. Select 'Enter Initial Watershed Data' and input required information (see AGNPS manual for 
help) (Fig. 3.7). 
7. Select 'Create AGNPS Input Data File' and select fishnet coverage (Fig. 3.8). 
8. Optional: Select 'Open AGNPS and to Add Any Additional Parameters' such as feedlots or other 
point sources, pesticides, and impoundments (see AGNPS manual for help) (Fig. 3.9). 
9. Select 'Check Input File For Errors' (Fig. 3.10). 
10. Select 'Run AGNPS Simulation' to run the model (Fig. 3.11). 
Simulation Results 
II. Select 'Display Watershed Summary' to see watershed outlet results (Fig. 3.12). 
12. Select 'Display Sediment Summary' to see watershed sediment results (Fig. 3.13). 
13. Select 'Display Cell-by-Ce\1 Results for Sediment' to see individual cell output results for 
sediment for the entire watershed (Fig. 3.14). 
14. Select 'Display Cell-by-Cell Results for Nutrients' to see individual cell output results for 
nutrients for the entire watershed (Fig. 3.15). 
reduces time and man-hour costs required for running the AGNPS model. For example, a 
GIS can derive 10,000 grid-cells worth of information much more quickly and inexpensively 
than manual derivation of the same amount of data. The fishnet coverage contains most of 
the AGNPS input parameters that are derived from the various data coverages. Some of these 
input parameters are flags; for example, there is a fertilizer flag that references the grid cells 
that have fertilizer applied to them. If the fertilizer flag equals one, two, or three, differing 
amounts of fertilizer are applied to the respective cells; however, only the fertilizer flag is 
represented in the fishnet attribute table. A special purpose (C++) program then formats the 
AGNPS input file by adding the additional information based on the value of the flag. Once 
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initiated. Avenue. ArcView's premiere scripting language, was used in conjunction with the 
Dialog Designer extension (ESRI, Redlands, CA) to internally customize the ArcView user 
environment. Special purpose programs (C++) were also used to organize and format 
AGNPS input and output files. Table 3.2 describes the major steps and procedures involved 
in the implementation of the interface that are hidden from the user. Once the system has 
been run and the results analyzed, changes can be made to the input parameters by making 
changes in the fishnet attribute table. For example, if the fertilizer level for corn crops was 
originally set at level two. the level could be changed to a lower or higher level to see how 
that the fertilizer parameter impacts the simulation results. For this study. the output results 
that were the most important were the soluble nitrogen (ppm) and soluble phosphorus (ppm) 
concentrations entering the surface water body. These values are used as inputs to the aquatic 
model. 
3.2.3 ArcView-AGNPS-QUAL2E Modeling System 
The enhanced stream water quality model (QUAL2E) can be run from within the 
ArcView modeling environment (Fig. 3.23). By itself, QUAL2E is a windows-based 
program that easily guides the user through the input (Fig. 3.24 and Fig. 3.25) and output 
(Fig. 3.26) processes. Therefore, there was no need to use any special purpose programs to 
derive or re-format any of the QUAL2E input or output files. Although QUAL2E is 
relatively user-friendly, the complexities arise when entering values for some of the input 
parameters. Depending on what water quality constituents the user wishes to simulate (Table 
2.7), different input parameters are required. These input values can be observed or known 
values, or the user can use default values provided in the QUAL2E user manual. For the 
52 
Table 3.2. Processes hidden from the user during system implementation. 
I. Enter initial watershed data (Fig. 3.7). 
--A venue script writes this data to a header file called' initia1.dat' (Fig. 3.16). 
2. Select fishnet coverage for creating an AGNPS input file (Fig. 3.8). 
--Avenue script exports the attribute table of the fishnet coverage as a text file called 
'new.txt' (Fig. 3.17). 
--C++ program reformats the 'new.txt' file and appends the header file (initia1.dat) to 
create the AGNPS input file called 'new.daf (Fig. 3.18) 
3. Optional: Open AGNPS to add any additional information (Fig. 3.9). 
--Avenue script calls AGNPS executable and opens the program using a MS-DOS 
window. (Note: any information added here will update the input file (new.dat) but 
changes will not be reflected in the fishnet coverage). 
4. Check the input file for errors (Fig. 3.10). 
--Avenue script calls the error-checking program of AGNPS (chkdata.exe) and opens a 
MS-DOS window. 
5. Perform AGNPS simulation runs (Fig 3.11). 
--Avenue script calls the simulation program of AGNPS (agrun.exe) and opens a MS-
DOS window and runs the simulation for 'new.dat'. 
--When the simulation is finished, a C++ program reformats the output file (new.nps) and 
writes portions of that file to new temporary files called summary.tmp (Fig. 3.19). sedsum.tmp 
(Fig. 3.20). soilloss.tmp (Fig. 3.21), and nutrienttmp (Fig. 3.22). 
6. Display the watershed summary (Fig. 3.12). 
--Avenue script reads the watershed summary file (summary.tmp) and writes it to an 
ArcYiew dialog box. 
7. Display the sediment summary (Fig. 3.13). 
--Avenue script reads the sediment summary file (sedsum.tmp) and writes it to an 
ArcYiew dialog box. 
8. Display cell-by-cell sediment results (Fig. 3.14). 
--Avenue script reads sediment file (soilloss.tmp) and writes it to an ArcYiew table, then 
joins that table to the fishnet coverage. and displays the resulting watershed maps. 
9. Display cell-by-cell nutrient results (Fig. 3.15). 
--Avenue script reads the nutrient file (nutrient.tmp) and writes it to an ArcYiew table. 
then joins that table to the fishnet coverage, and displays the resulting watershed maps. 
o 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
Lake Icaria 
agnps,non,f12 
2.5 7075 7075 1 0 
II 143.19 0 4.75 
o 484 
0.8 





































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































purposes of this study, most parameters were set to default values. However, where the 
model requires nutrient values for 'Headwater Source Data' and 'Incremental Inflow' (Fig. 
3.27), Nand P output values from AGNPS were used. For this study, the water quality 
constituents simulated were total nitrogen (TN), and total phosphorus (TP). After all input 
parameters are entered, and a QUAL2E simulation is run, the results are represented 
graphically (Fig. 3.28). The resulting concentrations of TN and TP are then used to determine 
the trophic condition of the water body. 
3.3 Example Applications 
3.3.1 Description of Study Areas 
The primary study area that was chosen for the evaluation of the impact of land 
management practices on water quality is the Lake Icaria watershed located in Adams 
County, Iowa. The Lake Icaria watershed has an area of 7,075 ha (17,482 acres). Lake Icaria 
itself has an area of 270 ha (669 acres), and is part of the Lake Icaria Recreation Area that 
provides facilities for boating, fishing, swimming, and camping. The thermally stratified lake 
has a maximum depth of 10.7 m (35.0 ft), a mean depth of 3.4 m (11.2 ft), and a volume of 
9, 154,041.2 m~ (7421.2 acre-ft) (Bachman et aI., 1996). It has a shoreline development value 
of 4.72, and a volume development value of 0.95. According to Horne and Goldman (1994). 
shoreline development reflects the degree of shoreline irregularity or how meandered the 
shoreline is and is expressed as the ratio of the length of the shoreline to the circumference of 
a circle of area equal to that of the lake surface; therefore, the more irregular the shoreline, 
the greater the shoreline development value. For reference, the shoreline development value 





































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































the volume of a lake to the volume it would have if it were a perfect cone with a height equal 
to the maximum depth (Horne and Goldman, 1994). The volume development is therefore a 
measure of how meandered the bottom of the lake is. The watershed/lake area ratio is 25.0. 
Soils in the Lake Icaria watershed were prairie-derived and developed primarily from loess 
pre-Wisconsin till or pre-Wisconsin till-derived paleosols. They include Adair, Clarinda, 
Clearfield, Macksburg, Sharpsburg, and Shelby soils. Average annual rainfall within the 
Lake Icaria watershed area is 85.83 em (33.79 in.) with the greatest amount (14 em) falling in 
the month of June. The estimated annual runoff rate is 15.88 em (6.25 in.), and the estimated 
soil erosion rate is 32.7 to 35.5 tons per hectare per year (13.2 to 14.3 tons per acre per year). 
The estimated sediment delivery ratio from the watershed is 34,000 m~ per year (27.7 acre-ft 
per year) (Bachman et aI., 1996) . In 1992, agricultural land use in the watershed consisted 
primarily of row crops integrated with livestock production including hog and beef cattle. 
Cropland and pasture land comprise 49 % and 22.4 % of the watershed area, respectively 
(Bachman et aI., 1996) (Fig. 3.29). Water, farmsteads, roads, and parkland comprise 12.5 % 
of the watershed, and the remaining 4.6 % of the watershed is identified as idle land. The 
distribution of landcover and land use has remained relatively unchanged since 1992. 
The secondary study area that was chosen is the West Lake (Osceola) watershed located 
in Clarke County, Iowa. The West Lake watershed has an area of 2,592 ha (6400 acres). 
West Lake itself has an area of 136 ha (337 acres), and serves as a drinking water supply for 
approximately 3,750 people in the city of Osceola, and 250 people in the Clarke County 
Rural Water Supply (Bachman et aI., 1996). The thermally stratified lake has a maximum 
depth of 9.8 m (32.0 ft), a mean depth of 4.4 m (14.4 ft), and a volume of 5,973,500 m3 (4800 




































































1.35. The watershed/lake area ratio is 99.4. Soils in the West Lake watershed were mostly 
prairie-derived and developed primarily from loess pre-Wisconsin till or pre-Wisconsin till-
derived paleosols. They include Adair, Grundy, Haig, Lindley, and Shelby soils. The 
estimated annual rainfall within the West Lake watershed is 88.4 cm (34.8 in.). The estimated 
annual runoff is 17.8 cm (7.0 in.). The estimated soil erosion rate is 29.8 to 32.2 tons per 
hectare per year (12 to 13 tons per acre per year). The estimated sediment delivery ratio from 
the watershed is 15.400 m~ per year (12.5 acre-ft) (Bachman et al., 1996). In 1992, the 
estimated land uses were 16.9 % cropland, 30.4 % pasture, 3.8 % forest, and 2.9 C;C was 
classified as "other" (Bachman et aI.. 1996) (Fig. 3.30). Since 1992, only changes in land 
management (e.g. tillage) have been recorded for the watershed. The land use distributions 
have remained relatively unchanged. 
3.3.2 Methods 
The integrated modeling system was used to evaluate different land management and 
land use scenarios with respect to nitrogen (N) and phosphorus (P) concentrations. For the 
Lake Icaria watershed, the first management scenario simulated watershed Nand P losses 
under the premise that 112 kg/ha (100 lbs/acre) of Nand 45 kg/ha (40 lbs/acre) of P were 
applied to the areas of the watershed under corn production. This scenario constitutes current 
land management practices and is considered here as the baseline scenario. For the second 
scenario, the fertilizer application rate was doubled to simulate high nutrient loading rates 
above those required by plants. Thus, Nand P application rates under this scenario were 224 
kg/ha (200 lbs/acre) and 90 kg/ha (80 lbs/acre), respectively. The third and fourth 









































































and from soybean to corn, respectively. In Iowa. crop producers sometimes rotate these crops 
because the soybean crop can use the nutrients that remain in the soil from the previous 
year's corn crop. Therefore. the areas of corn production were changed to soybean. where no 
fertilizer was applied. The areas of soybean production were changed to corn and fertilizer 
was applied using two different application rates-I 12 kg/ha ( 100 Ibs/acre) of Nand 45 
kglha (40 Ibs/acre) of P for the third scenario. and double the application rate for the fourth 
scenario. 
For the West Lake watershed. different management scenarios were used due to 
variances in the land use throughout the watershed. In this watershed, current management 
practices already include areas of corn/soybean rotation, and some strictly corn production 
areas (Fig. 3.30). Therefore, the first management scenario represents watershed Nand P 
losses under the premise that 112 kg/ha (100 Ibs/acre) of Nand 45 kg/ha (40 Ibs/acre) of P 
were applied to the areas of the watershed under corn production, and it was assumed that the 
corn/soybean rotation areas were under soybean production, so no fertilizer was applied to 
those areas. This baseline scenario represents current management practices under corn 
production with areas of so.-rbean rotation. For the second scenario, the fertilizer application 
rate was doubled to 224 kg/ha (200 Ibs/acre) of Nand 90 kg/ha (80 Ibs/acre) of P applied to 
only the corn producing areas of the watershed. Again, it was assumed that the corn/soybean 
rotation areas were under soybean production. The third through sixth management scenarios 
represented application of fertilizer to the corn areas of the watershed again using two 
application rates; however, for the these management scenarios, it was assumed that the 
corn/soybean rotation areas were under corn production. Therefore, the third management 
scenario represents the baseline application rate (112 kg/ha N. 45 kg/ha P) to corn crops. and 
70 
the same application rate to the corn rotation. This is baseline scenario represents current 
management practices under corn production with areas of com rotation. The fourth 
management scenario represents a baseline fertilizer application rate to corn crops. but 
overapplication rates (224 kg/ha N, 90 kg/ha P) to the corn rotation. The fifth management 
scenario represents overapplication of fertilizer to the corn crops. and the baseline application 
rate to the corn rotation. The final management scenario represents the worst-case 
scenario-overapplication of fertilizer to both the corn crops and the corn rotation. 
All of these scenarios represent real-world practices and were intended to demonstrate 
the potential impacts of alternative land use and land management strategies on indicators of 
the structure and function of aquatic ecosystems that act as nutrient sinks in the watersheds. 
To model the different management scenarios, the watersheds were broken down into 
1.01 ha (2.5 acre) grid cells, and fertilizer was applied at the grid cell level using the different 
application rates: level 2 applies 112 kg/ha of Nand 45 kg/ha of P, and level 3 applies 224 
kg/ha of N, and 90 kg/ha of P. Nand P availability factors were also required. The 
availability factor refers to the percent of fertilizer left in the surface layer of the soil at the 
time of the storm even after different types of tillage. A factor of 100% represents a worst-
case scenario where none of the fertilizer is incorporated into the soil. Since the majority of 
farmers in Iowa do incorporate fertilizer into the soil, an 80% availability factor was used for 
both Nand P as a worst-case scenario based on availability factor information for different 
tillage practices provided in the AGNPS user manual. Therefore, it is assumed that only 20% 
of the fertilizer is incorporated into the soil. A worst-case scenario storm event (12.07 cm 
(4.75 inches) over a 24 hour period) was used to initiate the AGNPS model. 
71 
The cell-level output from AGNPS is then used as input for QUAL2E. The soluhle i\ 
and soluble P concentrations are used as headwater inputs and incremental inflow in 
QUAL2E. Incremental inflow inputs represent non-point source pollution that is entering the 
water body in addition to the concentrations coming in at the headwaters. 
3.3.3 Results and Discussion 
Output results are provided for both the AGNPS cell-level soluble P and soluble N 
concentrations. as well as the corresponding QUAL2E output results for each simulation of a 
management scenario. The lake outlet (river mile zero) total phosphorus (TP) concentration 
from the QUAL2E results was used to determine the trophic condition based on the 
definitions in Table 2.9, and to calculate the Carlson TSI value using Equation 2.8. Total 
nitrogen (TN) concentrations are also reported. A summary of the simulation results for the 
Lake karia watershed is provided in Table 3.3. Figures 3.31 through 3.42 provide more 
detailed summarization results for each simulated management scenario. Current practices in 
the Lake karia watershed simulated in scenario one show that if a worst-case scenario storm-
event were to occur, high TP concentrations could lead to a hypereutrophic condition. If 
fertilizer was overapplied to the corn crops in the watershed, even higher TP concentrations 
could lead to a TSI value of 98.66 which would indicate an extremely hypereutrophic lake. 
According to Table 2.11, a TSI value that high could reduce the Secchi disk depth to as low 
as 0.062 meters. These high nutrient concentrations can be partially explained by the 
proximity of large corn crops to Lake karia (Fig. 3.29). The nutrients running off of the these 
corn cropping areas in the surface water have very short travel and distance before reaching 

























































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































being incorporated into the soil. Figure 3.29 also shows that a large portion of the upper part 
of Lake Icaria is surrounded by fallow dry streams. Therefore. there are is no vegetation in 
that area to act as a nutrient filter. By rotating the corn and soybean crops in the Lake !caria 
watershed (scenarios three and four). the larger corn crops will be further from the lake and 
nutrient concentrations are significantly lower. In addition. overapplication of fertilizer under 
this crop rotation does not contribute more TP than the baseline amount of fertilizer applied 
to the same area. The soybean crops where no fertilizer is being applied are now closer to the 
lake, and nutrients have further to travel since they are coming primarily from the corn crops. 
Subsequently, a water resource manager for the Lake Icaria watershed may suggest rotating 
the corn and soybean crops, and vegetating the dry stream areas that surround the lake which 
may not necessarily reduce the soluble nutrient concentrations, but may help reduce sediment 
containing nutrients that may reach the lake. 
Noting that the simulation results presented thus far are based on a low frequency storm 
-event (worst-case scenario), Table 3.4 provides actual measurements taken in Lake Icaria. 
The measured mean value for TP is 0.10 I mg/I which can be classified as hypereutrophic 
based on Table 2.9. This may suggest that Lake !caria is normally hypereutrophic. which 
correlates well with the results for management scenario one (current management practices). 
The value of the TSI calculated for both management scenarios three and four is significantly 
lower than the TSI values calculated using measurements taken from Lake !caria. This again 
suggests that rotating the corn and soybean crops could reduce nutrient concentrations in 
Lake !caria. 
86 
Table 3.4. Measurements from a lake survey done on Lake Icaria in the summer of 
1990, and calculated Carlson TSI values. The lake was sampled three times, and 
averages for samples are for the upper mixing zone of the lake (Bachman et at. 1996). 
Parameter Measured Value 'Calculated TS] 
TP (mg/I) 20.101 70.73 
TN (mg/l) 2.0 
Secchi disk depth (m) 1.2 
Chlorophyll a (mg/m'~) 51.2 
'Calculated using equations 2.8. 2.6. and 2.7. respectively. 
2Trophic condition = hypereutrophic as defined in Table 2.9. 
57.37 
69.18 
A summary of the simulation results for the West Lake watershed is provided in Table 
3.5. Figures 3.43 through 3.60 provide more detailed summaries of the model predictions for 
each simulated management scenario. All of the simulated management scenarios for the 
West Lake watershed resulted in nutrient concentrations indicative of some level of eutrophy. 
However, the highest calculated TSI value for West Lake was 73.22. In contrast to values 
obtained for Lake Icaria, the TP concentrations for West Lake are low. This can partially be 
attributed to the differences in land cover between the two watersheds. Figure 3.30 shows 
that most of West Lake is surrounded by pasture, while Figure 3.29 shows that a large 
portion of Lake Icaria is surrounded by dry streams. Nutrients passing through a pasture are 
much more likely to be taken up by the vegetation than if they were to pass through a fallow 
dry stream. The worst-case management scenario for West Lake would be if during a corn 
rotation year, farmers overapply fertilizer to all of the corn cropping areas of the watershed. 
Figure 3.30 shows that particularly one corn/soybean rotation crop production area is close to 
the lake, which can cause a significant increase in nutrient inputs to the lake when the crop is 
under corn. The simulation results also show that for current management practices, nutrient 
concentrations are lower when under soybean rotation than under corn crop. Another factor 































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































large drainage area-to-Iake surface ratio. According to Horne and Goldman ( 1994)' eutrophic 
lakes often have a large drainage area-to-Iake surface ratio (about 100: 1). The watershed/lake 
area ratio is 99.4 for West Lake. A water resource manager for the West Lake watershed may 
suggest continuing current management practices, but also may recommend using more 
tillage practices that incorporate the fertilizer further into the soil therefore decreasing the 
availability factor. This could significantly reduce nutrient inputs to the lake since less 
fertilizer would be available to contribute to nutrient concentrations in surface water runoff. 
Table 3.6 provides some actual measurements taken in West Lake. The measured mean 
TP concentration for West Lake is peculiarly higher than the simulated TP concentrations for 
management scenarios one, two, and three. It is difficult to explain this discrepancy since the 
simulation results should provide higher TP concentrations since the model assumes a worst-
case scenario storm event, unless these measurements (three samples taken throughout one 
summer) were all taken after significantly higher storm events. It is also possible that the 
models are under-predicting the results for West Lake. However, qualitatively, it is apparent 
that the current management practices produce the lowest nutrient concentrations transported 
to West Lake. It is also important to note that because of the documented, persistent water 
quality problems in West Lake, farmers have been encouraged to adopt crop rotation and 
other sustainable management practices. 
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Table 3.6. Measurements from a lake survey done on West Lake in the summer of 1992, 
and calculated Carlson TSI values. The lake was sampled three times, and averages for 
samples are for the upper mixing zone of the lake (Bachman et aI., 1996). 
Parameter Measured Value ICa\Culated TSI 
TP (mg/I) 20.070 65.44 
TN (mg/l) 1.08 
Secchi disk depth (m) 1.0 60.00 
Chlorophyll a (mg/m3) 12.5 55.35 
ICalculated using equations 2.8, 2.6. and 2.7, respectively. 
2Trophic condition = eutrophic as defined in Table 2.9. 
3.4 Summary 
The example applications to the Lake !caria watershed and the West Lake watershed 
provide a demonstrative framework for the applicability of an integrated modeling 
environment for predicting the impacts of land management practices on indicators of aquatic 
ecosystem integrity. Comparing different management practices within a watershed can help 
identify those areas in the watershed that are most vulnerable to high nutrient concentrations 
in surface runoff. Once these areas are delineated, management practices for reducing 
nutrient concentrations can be implemented. For example, it could be suggested in the Lake 
Icaria watershed that farmers implement a corn-soybean rotation to decrease nutrient 
loadings to Lake !caria. It could also be suggested to establish some vegetation around Lake 
Icaria in the areas that are currently fallow dry streams. In contrast, the West Lake watershed, 
which already incorporates a corn-soybean rotation, yields the lowest nutrient concentrations 
to West Lake under current management practices. However, due to the proximity of some of 
the cropping areas with moderately steep slopes to West Lake, it may be suggested that 
portions of those crops be taken out of production, ideally by giving the farmer some form of 
monetary incentive. 
108 
CHAPTER 4. GENERAL CONCLUSIONS 
4.1 Summary 
As agricultural non-point source pollution continues to threaten the nation's water 
resources, it has become more and more important that natural-resource managers and 
researchers evaluate land management and land use practices involved in crop production. 
Management of non-point source pollution from agricultural watersheds requires an 
integrated ecosystem approach to determine the effects of land management and land use on 
indicators of aquatic ecosystem structure and function. 
Poorly managed agricultural land can lead to severe water resource problems including 
eutrophication. Within a water body, the possible consequences of eutrophication include 
decreased water clarity, increased oxygen depletion, decay of desirable submerged aquatic 
plants that sustain fish communities, and an aquatic community dominated by algae. The 
more visible possible consequences of eutrophication that affect the general public include 
the loss of aesthetics, the loss of fisheries and recreation, and the loss of drinking water. 
The use of GIS in water quality modeling, although not always necessary, greatly 
simplifies the generation, manipulation, storage, and display of disparate data. Biophysical 
models are also of great importance to water quality modeling because they facilitate the 
construction and testing of hypotheses for improved understanding of watershed and aquatic 
ecosystem processes, and they provide a means to predict impacts of agriculture and other 
anthropogenic sources of non-point source pollution on environmental quality. 
The modeling system developed in this study integrated the agricultural non-point source 
pollution model (AGNPS) and the enhanced stream water quality model (QUAL2E) within 
the ArcView GIS (ESRI. Redlands, CA). This efficient and simplified modeling environment 
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was then used to analyze the impacts of nitrogen and phosphorus from fertilizer applied to 
agricultural fields on the trophic condition of an aquatic ecosystem. 
The approach adopted in this study and the integrated GIS modeling tools developed can 
facilitate the analyses of "what if' scenarios, the evaluation of impacts of alternative land 
management and land use on indicators of aquatic ecosystem structure and function. and the 
cumulative management of both simple and complex watersheds within an ecosystem 
context. 
4.2 Future Research 
It is imperative that future research involving agricultural non-point source pollution 
continues to incorporate the ecosystem approach. However, a more thorough study of the 
subject matter presented here should include more interdisciplinary involvement. Future 
studies should be divided so that researchers can focus on their own area of expertise while 
collaborating with others to provide a truly interdisciplinary approach. 
The study presented here concentrated on nutrient concentrations which are extremely 
important when determining aquatic ecosystem integrity; however, future research should 
also include studies of sedimentation and siltation in water bodies, because they are also 
important factors in aquatic system health. 
Future research may also include the development or use of a more suitable water quality 
model that is specifically designed for lakes and can account for lake morphometry (shape of 
the underwater basin) which is yet another important factor when studying aquatic system 
health. 
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As with most extensive simulation modeling studies. it is important to have measured or 
observed data. The study presented here simulated watershed characteristics in which 
measured data would be difficult to obtain; however, more extensive water quality 
measurements would be have been substantially beneficial. Future studies could, for 
example, include Secchi disk measurements taken throughout the summer months. and 
repeated over a number of years so that water clarity trends could be established. The ideal 
study would be one that is long-term, has extensive GIS data for both the watershed and any 
water bodies involved, and utilizes an integrated GIS simulation modeling environment in 
conjunction with actual measurements so that the model can be calibrated for that specific 
watershed and so that it can be validated by comparing observed and predicted results. 
As GIS technology and environmental modeling continue to grow, more and more data 
will be collected, updated, and made more readily available. The recent developments in GIS 
and Internet technologies have allowed some basic maps to be published on the Internet that 
allows the user to perform some basic spatial manipulation of data (e.g. ESRI's Internet Map 
Server (IMS)). This could become a very useful tool for natural resource managers, 
researchers, and other decision-makers who may not be extensively involved in GIS or 
biophysical modeling. The Internet also provides a means for those who are more extensively 
involved in GIS and modeling to share their tools and research methods. 
III 
APPENDIX A. A VENUE SCRIPTS 
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'Script: agnpsdir 
'Function: defines the directories for AGNPS and its data files 
'Programmer: Sarah M. Stratton 
'Last Update: May 13. 1998 
'Defines the directory that AGNPS will he run from 
theProject = av.GetProject 
_agnpsdir = MsgBox.lnput ("Enter the directory you will be running AGNPS from". "AGNPS Directory". 
"c:/Agnps") 
'Defines the directory where AGNPS data is stored 
theProject = av.GetProject 
_agnpsdatadir = MsgBox.lnput ("Enter the directory where AGNPS data is stored". "AGNPS Data Directory". 
"c:/Agnps/data" ) 
'Script: check_data 
'Function: checks the input tile new.dat for errors 
'Programmer: Sarah M. Stratton 
'Last Update: Sept. 22. 1998 
This will run the AGNPS simulation model by using the chkdata.exe file 
'It is run through a DOS window 
.. c:\agnps\data" .AsFileN ame .SetCWD 
system.executeSynchronous("chkdata new.dat") 
MsgBox.lnfo(" AGNPS is done checking data" ..... ) 
'Script: c1earlahels 
'Function: clears the AGNPS Watershed Summary results from the dialog box 
'Programmer: Sarah M. Stratton 
'Last Update: July 10. 1998 
self.FindByName( .. waterid .. ).SetLahel( .... ) 
sel f.FindB yName(" drarea" ).SetLabel( .... ) 
self.FindByName( "cellarea" ).SetLahel( .... ) 
self.FindB yName( "precip" ).SetLabel( .... ) 
self.FindB yNallle(" eiv" }.SetLahel( .... ) 
self.FindByNallle( .. cellnulll .. ).SetLabel{ .... ) 
self.FindByName("celldiv" ).SetLabel("") 
self.FindByName( "rovol" }.SetLahel( .... ) 
sel f.FindB yNallle( "pkrorate" }.SetLabel( .... ) 
self.FindB yNallle(" sedyield" ).SetLabel( .... ) 
sel f.FindB yN allle(" ninsed" ).SetLabel(""} 
self.FindB yName( "sninro" ).SetLabel("") 
self.FindB yN allle(" snconc" ).SetLabel("") 
sel f.FindB yNallle( "pinsed" ).SetLahel( "") 
self.FindB yNallle(" spinro" ).SetLabel("") 
self.FindB yNallle( "spcnnc" }.SetLabel("") 
seILFindByNallle("cod" ).SetLabel( .... ) 
self.FindByName{ "codinro" }.SetLahel{ .... ) 
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'S(.:ript: deartext 
'Fun(.:tion: dears the AGNPS initial data. or header file. dialog hox 
'Programmer: Sarah M. Stratton 
'Last Update: May 13. 1998 
'If you want the initial data input hox to hc dcar cach you opcn 
'it, just rcmove thc (.:omment statcments from the (.:odc helow 
'Clears text boxes 
'a = self.FindByName("name").SetText("") 
'h = scILFindByNamc("description" ).ScITcxt("") 
'(.: = seILFindByName("(.:ellarea").SetText("") 
'd = self.FindByNamc("tot(.:ells" ).SetText( "") 
'e = seILFindByName("precip").SetText('''') 
'f = self.FindByName("n_conc" ).SetTexl("") 
'g = self.FindByName("eiv").SetTexl("") 
'h = self.FindByName("duration" ).SetText("") 
'i = self.FindByName("storm").SetText("") 
'Clears text box 
'm = self.FindByNamc("ro_or_k_(.:oeff' ).SetText( "") 
'Script: done 
'Function: gets all ofthc text entered in the initial AGNPS data dialog hox and crcates a header filc 
'Programmer: Sarah M. Stratton 
'Last Update: July ~9. 1998 
'Names the header file that is created by user input initial.dat 
initdatfile = "initial.dat" .asFilename 
'Stores the headcr filc initial.dat in the directory specified below 
filedir = "f:/icarialtemp" 
filedir.asFileName.setCWD 
If = LineFile.Make(initdatfile, #FILE_PERM_ WRITE) 
'Gets text that is entered in the text hoxes of the dialog hox 
a = self.GetDialog.FindByName("name").GetText 
'the following is a glohal variable hecause it will be used later 
'in the program in the Watershed Summary 
_description = seILGetDialog.FindByName("description" ).GetText 
c = self.GetDialog.FindByName("cellarea" ).GetText 
cc = c.AsNumber 
If «(cc < 0.01) OR (cc > 1000» = TRUE) then 




d = self.GetDialog.FindByName("totcells" ).GetText 
e = seILGetDialog.FindByName("precip" ).GctTcxt 
ee = e.AsNumhcr 
If (((cc < 0.1) OR (cc> 999» = TRUE) then 
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f = self.GetDialog.FindByName( "n_conc" l.GetText 
g = seILGetDialog.FindByName("civ" l.GetText 
gg = g.AsNumber 
If «(gg < 0) OR (gg > 999» = TRUE) thcn 
MsgBox.Error("Error in 'Storm Encrgy Intensity Valuc' box--this number must be between () and 999". "Initial 
Data File Error") 
exit 
End 
h = self.GetDialog.FindByNamc("duratio,," ).GetTcxt 
hh = h.AsNumber 
If «(hh < 0) OR (hh > 999» = TRUE) then 




i = seILGetDialog.FindByNameC"storm" ).GetTcxt 
'Gets True or False from radio buttons of dialog box 
.i = self.GetDialog.FindByName("pkflow_agnps").IsSelected 
If (j = TRUE) then 
j = I.AsString 
Else 
j = self.GetDialog.FindByName("pkflow_scs" ).IsSelected 
If (j = TRUE) then 
j = O.AsString 
Else 
MsgBox.Error("Error in 'Peak Flow Calculation Method' box--you must choose either AGNPS or SCS-




k = self.GetDialog.FindByName("geo_yes" ).lsSelected 
If Ck = TRUE) then 
k = I.AsString 
Else 
k = self.GetDialog.FindByName(" geo_no" ).IsSelected 
If (k = TRUE) then 
k = O.AsString 
Else 
MsgBox.ErrorC"Error in 'Use Geomorphic Calculation'?' box--you must choose either Ye~ or NO". "Initial 





If (I = TRUE) then 
I = O.AsString 
Else 
1= seILGetDialog.FindByName("kcoefT' ).IsSelected 
If (I = TRUE) then 
I = I.AsString 
Else 
lIS 
MsgBox.Error( "Error in 'Hydrograph Shape Factor' box--you must choose either K-cocfT or lff Runoff'. 




'Gets the tcxt from the text box of the dialog box 
m = seILGetDialog.FindByName( "ro_or_k_LOeff' ).GetText 
'Vcrsion Identification is done in thc C++ formatting program 
'File flags (O=no. I=ycs) -- used only for verification data 
ILWriteEIt( .. O"++"O"++"O"++"O"++"O"++"O"++"O"++"O") 
'Writes the entered tcxt into the .dat tile 
ILWriteElt(a+NL+ _description+NL+c++d++d++j++k++I++m+NL+i++g++h++c++fJ 
ILclose 
MsgBox.Info("The header data tile is complete" ..... ) 
self.GetDialog.Close 
'Script: extract 
'Function: extracts all AGNPS output information from the *.nps file 
'Programmer: Sarah M. Stratton 
'Last Update: July 10. 1998 
s ystem.Execute(" f:/icariulnps.exe") 
'Script: getmain 
'Function: calls thc dialog box for the AGNPS main menu 
'Programmer: Sarah M. Stratton 
'Last Update: June 18. 1998 
av. GetProject.FindDialog(" agnpsmain" ).Open 
'Script: initdata_inputfile 
'Function: calls a dialog box for the user to enter the initial watershed parameters 
'Programmer: Sarah M. Stratton 
'Last Update: May 6. 1998 
'deletcs thc file initial.dat before it creates a new one 
NameOIFile = "f:/icaria/temp/initial.dat".AsFileName 
If (File.Exists(NameOtFile) = TRUE) then 
File.DeletelNameOfFilel 
End 
theProject = av.GctProject 
_agnpsdatadi r .asFi leName.setCWD 
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'deletes the files new.dat and new.nps from the AGNPS data directory before it creates new ones 
If (File.Exists("new.nps".AsFileName) = TRUE) then 
File.Delete ("new.nps".AsFileName) 
End 
If (File.Exists( "new.dat" .AsFileNamc) = TRUE) then 
Fi Ie .Delete (" new.dat" .AsFi leN ame) 
End 
'Stores the header file initial.dat in the directory specified below 
tiledir = "f:/icaria/temp" 
liledir.asFileName.setCWD 
'Names the header file that is created hy user input initial.dat 
initdatfile = "initial.dat" 
initdatfile.asFi lename 
av .GetProject.Fi ndDialog(" initdata"). Open 
'Script: input 
'Function: formats the AGNPS input *.dat file from the attrihute tahle of the fishnet coverage 
'Programmer: Sarah M. Stratton 
'Last Update: June 3, 1998 
theDoc=av.GetProject.getdocs 
ViewList = List.Make 
for each i in the Doc 




_ ViewChoice = MsgBox.ChoiceAsString(ViewLisl. "Select the View where your fishnet is located:". "Select 
View") 
myView = _ ViewChoice 
theThemeList = myView.GetThemes 
_theChoice = MsgBox.ChoiceAsString(theThemeList, "Select the fishnet coverage (theme):". "Choose 
Fishnet") 
theVTah = _theChoice.GetFTah 
thelist = theVTah.GetFields 
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'Spe.:ifies the dire.:tory that the exported delimited text file will he stored in 
.:ppdir = "f:/i.:aria/temp" 
.:ppd ir .asFi leName .setCWD 
'.:reates a new .:omma delimited text file from the attrihute tahle 
theVTah.Export ("new.txt".asFileName. DText. FALSE) 
'Runs the C++ program "format.exe" that reformats the delimited text file 
'so that it can be used as an AGNPS input data file 
system.ExecuteS yn.: hronous{" f:/icarialformat.exe" ) 
MsgBox.Info("The AGNPS input file has heen neated". "File Formatting Finished") 
The exported delimited text file is .:alled 'new.txt' and is lo.:ated in the dire.:tory 
'that was selected ahove (cppdir) 
sourcefile = "ne\v.dat" .asFileName 'sour.:e file name 
_agnpsdatadir.asFileName.setCWD 'Sets the AGNPS data directory as the .:urrent working dire':lOry 
destfile = "new.dat" .asFileName 'destination file 
textfile.Copy{ sour.:efile. destfile) 
'Snip!: nutrientoutput 
'Function: Creates the tahle used to store the nutrient output file 
'Programmer: Sarah M. Stratton 
'Last Update: June 18. 1998 
'Creates the GIS nutrient output file tao Ie from the AGNPS file filenamc.gis 
'Creates the dbase tahle to store the the nutrient portion of *.GIS that .:ontains information 
'regarding nutrient output. as well as some general information including: 
'.:ell number. cell division. drainage area. sediment N within cell (Ihs/ac). 
'sediment N at .:ell outlet (Ibs/ac). water soluhle N within cell (Ihs/ac). 
'water soluhle N at cell outlet (Ihs/ac). conc. of water soluhle N (ppm). 
'sediment P within .:ell (Ibs/ac), sediment Pat .:ell outlet (Ibs/a.:). 
'water soluhle P within cell (Ihs/a.:). water soluhle P at cell outlet (Ihs/a.:), 
'conc. of water soluhle P (ppm). water soluhle COD within cell (Ihs/ac). 
'water soluhle COD at cell outlet (Ihs/ac). conc. of water soluble COD (ppm). 
nutrientVTah=VTah.MakeNew{C ViewChoi.:e.AsString ++ _description ++ "nutrient.dhf' ).AsFileName.dhase) 
nutrientVTab.SetEdi tahle( true) 
'Creates the fields in the dbase tahle 
cellno=Field.Make{ "Ce II No" .#FIELD _FLO A T.6,O) 




soINin=Field.Make{" SoluhleNWithin( Ihs/ac)" .#FIELD _FLOA T.22.2) 
soINout=Field.Make(" SoluoleNAtOutlet(los/ac)" .#FIELD _FLOA T.24,2) 
soINppm=Field.Make("SoluhleNConc(ppm)" .#FIELD_FLOA T.17 .2) 
sedPin=Field.Make( "SedimentPWithin( Ihs/a.:)" .#FIELD _FLOA T.23.2) 
III{ 
sedPout=Field.Makc("SedimentPAtOutleH Ihs/ac)" .#FIELD_FLOAT.25.2) 
soIPin=Field.Make( "SoluhlePWithin( Ihs/ac)"' .#FIELD _FLOA T.22.2) 
soIPout=Field.Makc(" SoluhlcPAtOutlct( Ihs/ac)" .#FIELD JLOA T.24.2) 
soIPppm=Field.Make(" SoluhlePConc(ppm)" .#FIELD_FLOAT.17.2) 
soICODin=Field.Make(" SolubleCODWithi n( Ihs/ac)" .#FIELD _FLOA T.24.2) 
soICODout=Ficld.Makc(" SoluhleCODAtOutlct( Ihs/ac)" .#FIELD _FLOA T.26.2) 
soICODppm=Ficld.Make("SoluhleCODConc(ppm)" .#FIELDJLOAT.19.2) 
nutrient VTab .AddFie Id s( { ce I I nO.ce I Id i v.d rai narea.sedN in .sedN out. so IN in. so I N ou t. so IN ppm .sed Pi n .sed Pou t. so I 
Pin.soIPout.soIPppm.soICODin.soICODout.soICODppm} ) 
'Will make the tahle appear in the tahles window right after it is created 
nutrientFields=nutrientVTah.GetFields 
nutrientTabJe= Tahle.Make( nutrient VTah) 
nutrientTahle.SetName( nutrientVTab.GetName) 
'Writes the GIS output file from AGNPS to a dhf table 
nutrientfile = "f:/Icariaitemp/nutrient.tmp" 
nutoutput=l ine fi Ie .Make( nutrientli Ie .asFi leN ame .#FILE_PERM_READ) 
rec=nutrientVTah.AddRecord 
While(nutoutput.!sAtEnd=FALSE) 
av.ShowMsg("Creating nutrient output table ... ") 
inline I =nutoutpuLReadElt 
count = 0 
for each i in nutrientFields 
val=inline I.Extract(count) 










'Function: joins the nutrient.dhf tahle to the fishnet tahle and makes two new themes 
'to display the Soluble N(ppm) and the Soluble P(ppm) 
'Programmer: Sarah M. Stratton 
'Last Update: July 17. 1998 
'----------Gets themes and Joins tables----------
actthemes = _ ViewChoice.GetActiveThemes 





newNutrView = View.Make 
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newNutrView.SctNamcC ViewChoice.AsString ++ _description ++ "Nutrient Results") 
newNutrView.Paste 
ResultsView = av.GetProject.FindDoc(_ ViewChoice.AsString ++ _description ++ "Nutrient Results") 
newNTheme = ResultsView.FindThemeCtheChoice.AsString) 
newNTheme.SetName("Sollible N (ppm)") 
'newNTheme.SetVisible(TRUE) 
the 1 FTab = newNTheme.GetFTab 
the I stField = the I Ftab.FindFieldC'ccllno") 
theNutTable = av.GetProject.FindDoc(C ViewChoice.AsString ++ _description ++ "nutrient.dbf'» 
the2VTab = theNutTable.GetVTab 
the2ndFieid = the2VTab.FindField("CeIlNo") 
the I FTabJoin(the I stField. the2VTab. the2ndFic1d) 
'----------Creates a new legend for the new Soluble N theme----------
theNLegend = newNTheme.GetLegend 
theNLegend.SetLe gendType(#LEGEND _ TYPE_COLOR) 
theNFeatureTahle = newNTheme.GetFtah 
dassFieldN = theNFeatureTable.FindField("SoluhleNConc(ppm)") 
theNLegend.lnterval(newNTheme. dassFieldN.AsString. 5) 
theNColorRamp = SymboIList.GetPreDefined(#SYMLIST _ TYPE_COLORRAMP).Get(O) 
theNLegend.GetSymbols.RampSavedColors(theNColorRamp) 
newNTheme.UpdateLegend 
'----------Creates a new legend for the new Soluble P theme----------
newPTheme = newNTheme.Clone 
Results View.AddTheme (newPTheme) 
newPTheme.SetName("Soluble P (ppm)") 
newPTheme.SetVisible(TRUE) 
thePLegend = ncwPTheme.GetLegend 
thePLe gend.SetLegendType( #LEGEND _ TYPE_COLOR) 
thePFeatureTable = newPTheme.GetFtah 
dassFieldP = thePFeatureTable.FindField( "SolublePConc(ppm)") 
thePLegend.lnterval( newPTheme, c1assFieldP.AsString. 5) 
thePColorRamp = SyrnboIList.GetPreDefined(#SYMLIST _ TYPE_COLORRAMP).Get(4) 
thePLe gend. Get S y m bo I s. RampSa ved Col ors( thePCo I orRamp ) 
newPTheme. UpdateLe gend 
av.GetProject.FindDocC ViewChoice.AsString ++ _description ++ "Nutrient Results" ).GetWin.Activatc 
'Script: printdss 
'Function: prints the sediment summary to a text file 
'Programmer: Sarah M. Stratton 
'Last Update: July 15. 1998 
system.Execute S ynchronous( "f:/icarialpri ntss.exe") 
MsgBox.Info("The Sediment Summary has been printed to a file named sed_sum. txt." , "") 
'Script: printws 
'Function: prints the watershed sUlllmary to a text file 
'Programmer: Sarah M. Stratton 
'Last Update: July 14. 199H 
system.ExecuteS ync hronous(" f:/icaria/pri nt ws.exe" ) 
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MsgBox.Info( "The Watershed Summary has heen printed to a file named ws_sum.txl." ..... ) 
'Script: qual2edir 
'Function: defines the directories for QUAL2E and its data files 
'Programmer: Sarah M. Stratton 
'Last Update: July 24. 199R 
'Delines the directory that QUAL2E will be run from 
theProject = av.GetProject 
_qual2edir = MsgBox.Input ("Enter the directory you will be running QUAL2E from". "QUAL2E Directory". 
"dQuaI2e") 
'Defines the directory where AGNPS data is stored 
theProject = av.GetProject 
_qual2edatadir = MsgBox.Input ("Enter the directory where QUAL2E data is stored". "QUAL2E Data 
Directory". "c:IQuaI2e") 
'Script: qual main 
'Function: calls the dialog box for the QUAL2E main menu 
'Programmer: Sarah M. Stratton 
'Last Update: July 24. 1998 
av .GetProject.Fi ndDialog(H qual2emai n"). Open 
'Script: runagnps 
'Function: calls the AGNPS exe file and runs AGNPS 
'Programmer: Sarah M. Stratton 
'Last Update: June I H. 1998 
'Runs the AGNPS Model from ArcView 
MsgBox.Warning("Add any additional parameters and save your new data file (as new.dal). hut DO NOT run 
the model while AGNPS is open. When you are done editing your input tile. exit AGNPS and choose the Run 
AGNPS Simulation button from the main menu. " ..... ) 
theProject = av.GetProject 
_agnpsdir.asFi leNa me .setCWD 
system.execute(" agnps.exe") 
'Script: runqual2e 
'Function: calls the QUAL2E .exe tile and runs QUAL2E 
'Programmer: Sarah M. Stratton 
'Last Update: July 24. 199H 
'Runs the QAUL2E Model from An.:View 






'Function: calls a dialog hox to display the Sediment Summary results 
'Programmer: Sarah M. Stratton 
'Last Update: July 14. 1998 
dhox = av.GetProjct:t.FindDialog("sedsum") 
summary_file = "f:/karialtemp/sedsum.lmp" 
sedimentsul11 = lincfile.Make(sul11mary_file.AsFileNamc.#FILE_PERM_READ) 
inline I = scdimcntsum.RcadEIt 
dbox.FindByName("one").SetLahel(inlinc I) 
inline2 = sedimcntsul11.ReadEIt 
dbox.FindByName("two").SetLahcl(inline2) 
inline3 = sedimcntsum.ReadEIt 
dbox.FindByName("three" ).SetLahel(inlind) 
inline4 = sedimentsum.RcadEIt 
dhox.FindByNamc("four" ).SetLahel(inline4) 
inline5 = sedimentsum.ReadEIt 
dhox.FindB yName<"/ive" ).SetLabel(inline5) 
inline6 = sedimcntsum.ReadEIt 
dhox.FindByNamc( "six" ).SetLabel( inline6) 
inline7 = sedimentsum.ReadEIt 
dhox.FindB yName("seven" ).SetLahel( inline7) 
inline8 = sedimcntsum.ReadElt 
dbox.FindByName( "eight" ).SetLahel( inline8) 
inline9 = sedimentsum.ReadElt 
dhox.FindB yName( "nine" ).SetLahel(inline9) 
inline 10= sedimcntsum.ReadElt 
dhox.FindByName( "ten" ).SetLahel( inline I 0) 
inline I I = sedimcntsum.ReadElt 
dhox.FindByNamc("eleven" ).SctLahel(inline II) 
inline 12 = sedimentsul11.ReadElt 
dhox.FindByName( "twelve" ).SetLahel( inline 12) 
inline 13 = sedimentsum.ReadElt 
dhox.FindByNamc("thirteen" ).SetLahel(inline 13) 
inline 14 = sedimcntsum.RcadEIt 
dhox.FindByNallle("fourtecn" ).SetLahel( inline 14) 
inline 15 = sedilllentsulll.ReadElt 
dbox.FindByNalllc( "fiftecn").SetLahel(inlinc 15) 
inline 16 = sedimentsum.ReadElt 
dhox.FindByNallle("sixteen").SetLabel(inlinc 16) 
inline 17 = sedimentsum.ReadElt 
dhox.FindByNallle("sc"enteen").SetLabcl(inline 17) 
inline 18 = sedimentsum.ReadEIt 
dbox.FindByNallle("eighteen" ).SetLahel(inline 18) 
inline 19 = sedil11entsul11.ReadElt 
dbox.FindByNamc("nineteen" ).SetLahcl(inlinc 19) 
inline20 = sedimentsum.RcadElt 
dbox.FindB yN ame( "twenty" ).SetLabel( inline20) 
inline21 = sedimcntsum.ReadEIt 
dbox.FindByNall1c( "tonc" ).SetLabel(inlinc21 ) 
inline22 = sedimcntsull1.ReadEIt 
dbox.FindB yNall1c( "ttwo" ).SetLabel( inlinc22) 
inline23 = sedimcntsum.ReadElt 
dbox.FindB yN all1c( "tthree" ).SetLabcl( inlinc23 ) 
inline24 = sedimcntsull1.ReadEIt 
dbox.FindB yNamc("tfour" ).SetLabel( inl inc24) 
inlinc25 = sedilllcntsum.RcadEIt 
dbox.FindByName("tfivc" ).SctLabcl(inlinc25) 
inline26 = sedilllcntsul1l.ReadEIt 
dbox.FindBy Nal1lc( "tsix" ).SetLabel( inlinc26) 
inline27 = sedimentsum.ReadEIt 
dbox.FindByNamc("tseven" ).SetLabel( inlinc27} 
inline28 = sedimcntsum.RcadEIt 
dbox.FindB yName( "tcight" }.SetLabel( inline2R) 
inline29 = sedimentsum.ReadEIt 
dbox.FindB yName( "tnine" ).SetLabel( inline29) 
inline30 = sedilllentsull1.ReadEIt 
dbox.FindByName("thirty").SetLabel(inlinc30} 
inline31 = sedimcntsum.ReadEIt 
dbox.FindByNamc("thone").SetLabel(inline3l) 
inline32 = sedimcntsum.ReadEIt 
dbox.FindByNarne( "thtwo" ).SetLabel( inlinc32) 
inline33 = sedimentsull1.ReadEIt 
dbox.FindByName( "ththree" ).SetLabel( inline33) 
inline34 = sedill1entsum.ReadEIt 
dbox.FindB yName( "thfour" ).SetLabel( inline34) 
inline35 = sedimcntsurn.ReadEIt 
dbox.FindB yName( "thfive" ).SetLabel( inl inc35) 
inline36 = sedimentsum.ReadEIt 
dbox.FindByN'lme( "thsix" ).SetLabel( inlinc36) 
inline37 = sedimentsurn.ReadEIt 
dbox.FindB yNall1e( "thseven" ).SetLabel( inline37} 
inline38 = sedimcntsum.ReadElt 
dbox.FindByNall1e( "theight" }.SetLabel( inl ine38) 
inline39 = sedill1cntsul1l.ReadEIt 
dbox.FindB yNall1e( "thnine" ).SetLabel( inli ne39} 
inline40 = sedill1entsull1.ReadEIt 
dbox.FindByName( "forty" ).SetLabel( inline40) 
inline41 = sedimcntsulll.ReadEIt 
dbox.FindByNamc( "fone" ).SetLabel(inline41 ) 
inline42 = sedill1entsulll.ReadEIt 
dhox.FindByName("ftwo").SetLabel(inline42) 
av .GetProject.FindDialog(" sedsul1l" ).Open 
'Script: sedimentoutput 
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'Function: Creatcs thc table used to store the GIS output tile from AGNPS 
'Programmer: Sarah M. Stratton 
'Last Update: Junc 18. 1998 
In 
'Creates the GIS Soil Loss Output file tahle 
'Creates the dhase tahle to store information regarding sediment output. 
'including: cell numher. cell division. drainage area (aeres). volume (in.). 
'upstream runoff (in.). peak flow upstream (in.). downstream runoff (in.). 
'peak runoff rate (efs). runoff generated ahove (lfr ). cell erosion (t/aere). 
'sediment generated ahove (tons). sediment generated within (tons). 
'generated sediment yicld (tons). and generated sediment deposition (C)(). 
This output is generated on a cell-hy-cell hasis 
av.ShowMsg("Creating sediment output tahle ... ") 
sedimentVTab=VTah.MakeNew(C ViewChoice.AsString ++ _desc;'iption ++ "sediment.dhl" ).asFileName. 
dhase) 
sedimentVTab.SetEditable(true) 
'Creates the fields in the dbase table 
cellno=Field.Make("CeIlNo" .#FIELDJLOAT.6.0) 
celldiv=Field.Make( "CeIlDiv" .#FIELD _FLO A T.7 .0) 
drainarea=Field.Make( "DrainageArea(ae)" .#FIELD _FLOA T.19.2) 
\'olume=Field.Make("Volume(in)" .#FIELD_FLOA T.I 0.2) 
uprunoff=Field.Makc("UpstrcamRunoff(in)" .#FIELD_FLOAT.I H.2) 
pkflup=Ficld.Make( "PeakFiowUpstream( efs)" .#FIELD JLOA T.21.2) 
dwnstrro=Field.Make( "DownstreamRunoff( in)" .#FIELD _FLO A T.20.2) 
pkrorate=Ficld.Make("PcakRunoffRate( efs)" .#FIELD _FLOA T.19.2) 
roahove=Field.Makc("RunoffGeneratcdAhove( lfr)" .#FIELD_FLOAT.23. J) 
eellero=Field.Make("CeIlErosion(t/al" .#FIELD_FLOAT.16.2) 
sedabovc=Field.Makc(" ScdimcntGcncratcdAbo"e(t)" .#FIELD _FLOA T.2S.2) 
sedwin=Ficld.Makc(" ScdimentGeneratcdWithin(t)" .#FIELD JLOA T.26.2) 
yicld=Field.Make(" SedimentYield(t)" .#FIELD JLOA T.16.2) 
dep=Field.Make("SedimentDeposition(9,)" .#FIELD_FLOAT.IS.O) 
sedimcnt VTab.AddFie Ids( { ccllno.ce1ldi v .drainarea. vol umc.uprunoff,pk fl up.d wnstrro,pkrorate.roahovc.ec Ilem.s 
edahove.sedwin.yield.dep} ) 
fieldnum=sedimentFields.count 
sedilllentTable= Tahle.Make( sedimentVTah) 
sedilllentTahle.SetName(sedilllentVTah.GetNamc) 
soilfilc = "f:/Iearia/telllp/soilloss.tmp" 
soiloutput=linefile.Make(soillile.asFileNamc.#FILE_PERM_READ) 
rec=sedilllentVTab.AddRecord 
While( soi 10utput.IsAtEnd=F ALSE) 
inline I =soiloutput.RcadEIt 
count = 0 
for each i in sedilllentFields 
val=inline I.Extract(count) 






'Will make the tahle appear in the tahles window right after it is created 
sedimentFields=sedimentVTah.GetFields 
uv.FindDoc( C ViewChoice.AsString ++ _description ++ "sediment.dhf' ».GetWin.Activate 
av .Run(" sedimenttheme". "") 
av.GetProject.Suve 
'Script: sedimenttheme 
'Function: joins the sediment.dhf tahle to the fishnet tahle and makes two new themes 
'to display the Soluhle N(ppm) and the Soluhle P(ppm) 
'Programmer: Sarah M. Stratton 
'Last Update: July 23. 1998 
'----------Gets themes and Joins tahles----------
actthemes = _ VicwChoice.GetActivcThcmes 





newSedView = View.Make 
newSedView.SetNameL ViewChoice.AsString ++ _description ++ "Sediment Results") 
newSedView.Paste 
ResultsView = av.GetProjecl.FindDocC ViewChoice.AsString ++ _description ++ "Sediment Results") 
CellErosionThcmc = Results View .FindThemeLtheChoice.AsString) 
CellErosionThemc.SetName("Cell Erosion (tons/acre)") 
CeIIErosionTheme.SetVisible(TRUE) 
the 1 FTab = CellErosionTheme.GetFTah 
the I stField = the I Ftab.FindField( "CellNo") 
theSedTable = av.GetProject.FindDoc(LViewChoice.AsString ++ _description ++ "sediment.dbl"») 
the2VTah = theSedTable.GetVTab 
the2ndField = the2VTab.FindField("CellNo") 
the I FTabJoin(the I stField. the2VTab. the2ndField) 
'----------Creates a new legend for the Cell Erosion theme----------
CellErosionLegend = CellErosionTheme.GetLegend 
CellErosionLe gend.SetLe gendType( #LEGEND _ TYPE_COLOR) 
CEFeatureTablc = CellErosionTheme.GetFtab 
CEclassField = CEFcaturcTable.FindField("CcIlErosion(l/a)") 
CeIlErosionLegend.lnterval(CeIlErosionTheme. CEclassField.AsString, 5) 
theCEColorRamp = SymboILisI.GetPreDefined(#SYMLIST _ TYPE_COLORRAMP).Get(7) 
CeIIErosionLegend.GetSymbols.RampSavedColors(theCEColorRamp) 
Ce IIErosion The me. U pdateLc gend 
'----------Creates a new legend for the Sediment Deposition theme----------
SedDepTheme = CellErosionTheme.Clone 
SedDepTheme.SetName("Sediment Deposition(9t )") 
Results View .AddTheme( SedDepTheme) 
'SedDepTheme.SetVisiblc(TRUE) 
SedDepLegend = SedDepTheme.GetLegend 
SedDepLegend.SetLegendType(#LEGEND_ TYPE_COLOR) 
SDFeatureTablc = SedDepTheme.GetFtab 
1~5 
SDclassField = SDFeatureTahle.FindField("SedimentDcposition(lj()") 
ScdDcpLegcnd.Inten'a\( ScdDepThcmc. SDclassField.AsString. 5) 
theSDColorRamp = SymhoIList.GetPreDefined(#SYMLIST _ TYPE_COLORRAMP).Gct( H) 
SedDepLe gend .GetS ymhol s. RampSa vcdColors( theS DCo lorRamp) 
SedDe'pTheme.UpdateLcgcnd 
av.GetProject.FindDocC ViewChoil:e.AsString ++ _dcscription ++ "Sediment Results" ).GctWin.Al:tivate 
'Sl:ript: simulate 
'Function: runs an AGNPS model simulation using the new.dat file 
'Programmer: Sarah M. Stratton 
'Last Update: July 13. 1998 
This will run the AGNPS simulation model hy using the agrun.exe file 
'It is run through a DOS window 
"c:\agnps\data" .AsFileNamc.SctCWD 
system.executeSynl:hronous("agrun new.dat 0 () ()") 
The nps.exe C++ program will prepare the results of the simulation 
'so that they l:an he interpreted hy AITView 
"f:\Icaria" .AsFileName.SetCWD 
system.exel:utcSynd1fonous( "nps.exe") 
MsgBox.Info("AGNPS Simulation Finished", "") 
'Script: title 
'Funl:tion: Changcs the title in thc top hlue line of thc An:Vicw program, displays creator's namc. sets password 
if desired 
'Programmer: Sarah M. Stratton 
'Last Update: May 18. 1998 
av .SctName(" Arl: View--AGNPS Interfal:c") 
'If you would like to use a password for your project. enter it here and remove the l:omment statements 
'password = " " 
'ID = MsgBox.Password 










'Function: calls a dialog box to display the Watershed Summary results 
'Programmer: Sarah M. Stratton 
'Last Update: July 10. 1998 
dhox = av.GetProjecI.FindDialog("summary") 
summary_tile = "f:/lcaria/temp/summary.tmp" 
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watershed sum = linefile .Make( summary_file.AsFi IcName,#FlLE_PERM_READ) 
inline I = watershedsum.ReadElt 
dhox.FindByName("waterid" ).SetLaheH inline I ) 
'Glohal variahle: if you get an error here it is because you have not entered a watershed description in thc 
'initial input box sincc you opened the An:Vicw project 
dhox.FindB yName(" description" ).SetLahcILdescription) 
inline2 = watershedsum.ReadElt 
dhox.FindByNallle( "drarea" ).SetLabel(inlinc2++"acres") 
inline3 = watershedsulll.ReadElt 
dhox.FindB yN amc(" cellarea" ).SetLahel( inlind++" acres") 
inline4 = watershedsum.ReadElt 
dhox.FindByName( "precip" }.SetLahel(inlinc4++"inches") 
inline5 = watershedsum.ReadElt 
dhox.FindB yNallle( "eiv" }.SetLahelC inlinc5 ) 
inline6 = watershedsum.ReadElt 
dhox.FindB yName("cellnum" }.SetLahcl( inline6) 
inline7 = watershedsum.ReadElt 
dhox.FindByNallle("celldiv" ).SetLahel(inline7) 
inline8 = watershedsum.ReadElt 
dbox.FindB yNallle( "rovol" }.SetLabel( inline8++" inches"} 
inline9 = watershedsum.ReadElt 
dbox.FindB yNallle( "pkroratc" ).SetLahel( inline9++" cfs" ) 
inline J () = walershedsulll.ReadElt 
dhox.FindB yName( "sedyield" ).SeILahel( inline I O++"lons") 
inline II = watershedsulll.ReadElt 
dhox.FindByName( "ninsed" }.SetLahel(inline II ++"Ihs/acre") 
inline 12 = watershedsum.ReadElt 
dhox.FindByName("sninro" }.SetLahel(inline I 2++" Ihs/acre " ) 
inline 13 = watershedsulll.ReadElt 
dhox.FindByName( "snconc" }.SetLahel( inline 13++"ppm") 
inline 14 = watershedsum.RcadElt 
dbox.FindByName( "pinsed" }.SctLahel(inline 14++"lhs/acre"} 
inline 15 = watcrshedsum.RcadElt 
dhox.FindByNallle( "spinro" ).SetLahcl(inline 15++"lhs/acre") 
inline 16 = watershedsum.ReadElt 
dbox.FindByName("spconc").SetLabel(inlinc 16++"pplll") 
inline 17 = watcrshedsum.ReadElt 
dhox.FindByName("cod").SetLahel(inline 17++"lhs/acre") 
inline 18 =watershcdsum.ReadElt 
dbox.FindB yName("codinro" }.SetLahel( inline 18++"ppm"} 
av. GetProjecl.Fi ndDialog(" summary" ).Open 
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APPENDIX B. C++ PROGRAMS 
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FORMAT.EXE 
Iffhis C++ program gets the file l:alled new.txt (whidl was exported as a 
IIwmma delimited text file from Arl:View Tables) and reformats the 
lIIile so that it l:an be read as an input data file for AGNPS. It also 
lIappends a header file that is l:reated by the user in Arl:View using a 
IIdialog box--that file is l:alled initial.dat 
II 
IIProgram: format.l:PP 
IIProgrammer: Sarah Stratton 








ifstream inThe I: 
ifstream inThe2: 









//Input strings for 'Watershed Name' and 'Watershed Description' in header file 
char name[81]: 
dlar description[ 81]; 
char dummy; 
int main() ( 
I/First. the initial watershed data entered by the user in 
IIArl:View must be appended to the beginning of this file and 
lire formatted in order to be read by AGNPS 
/ldefines the input file called initial.dat 
inThe I.open( "f:IIcarialtemp/initial.dat"); 
II defines the output file called "outThe" 
status = remove("f:/Icarialtemp/new.dat"); 
outThe .open(" f:/Icariallemp/new .dal"): 
IIShow5 the version identification parameter on the first line 
outThe« "AGNPS SCS-TR55 format 5.00" «endl; 
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IIReads and writes the second line which is a line of evenly spaced( 8) zeroes 
IIreads these one number at a time 
inThe I » number; 
outThe« setiosflags(ios::fixed)« setprecision(O)« setw(8)« number; 
inThe I »number; 
outThe «setiosflags(ios::fixed)« setprecision{O)« setw(8)« number; 
inThe I » number; 
outThe« setiosflags(ios::fixed)« setprecision(O)« setw(8)« number: 
inThe I » number; 
outThe «setiosflags(ios::fixed)« setprecision(O)« setw(8)« number: 
inThe I » number: 
outThe « setiosflags(ios::fixed) « setprecision(O) « setw(8) « number: 
inThe I » number; 
outThe «setiosflags(ios::tixed)« setprecision(O)« setw(8)« number: 
inThe I » number; 
outThe« setiosflags(ios::fixed)« setprecision(O)« setw(8)« number: 
inThe I »number: 
outThe «setiosflags(ios::fixed)« setprecision(O)« setw(8)« number« endl: 
IIReads and writes the next two lines which arc strings 
l{fhesc are the watershed name and watershed description 
inThe I.get( dummy); 
inThe I.get(name. 81): /Iwatershed name must be 80 characters or less 
outThe « name «endl; 
inThe l.get(dummy); 
inThe I.get(description. 81); IIwatershed description must be 80 characters or less 
outThe « description « endl; 
IIReads and writes the next line which is a line of evenly spaced(8) numbers 
Ilreads these one number at a time 
inThe I » number; IIbase cell area 
outThe « setiostlags(ios::fixed)« setprecision(2) «setw( 16)« number; 
inThe I »number; lin umber base cells 
outThe« setiostlags(ios::fixed)« setprecision{O)« setw(8)« number; 
inThe I » number; IItotal number of cells in watershed 
outThe « setiostlags(ios::fixed)« setprecision(O) « setw(8)« number; 
inThe I » number; IIpeak tlow calculation method 
if (number == 0) 
method = 0; /Imethod equals SCS-TR55 
if (number == I) 
method = I; IImethod equals AGNPS 
outThe « setiostlags(ios::fixed) « setprecision(O) « setw(8) « number; 
inThe I »number; IIgeomorphic calculation indicator 
if (number = 0) 
geomorphic = 0; Iino geomorphic calculation 
if (number == 1) 
geomorphic = I; Iluse geomorphic calculation 
outThe « setiosflags(ios::fixed)« setprecision(O) «setw(8) « number; 
inThe I » number; Ilpeak hydrograph calculation indicator 
outThe « setiostlags(ios::fixed) « selprecision(O) « selw(8) « number; 
inThe I » number: Ilk coefticienl or prepeak fraclion 
outThe« setiostlags(ios::fixed)« selprecision(2)« setw(8)« number «endl: 
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IIReads and writes the last line. The first is a character. the rest are numhers 
Ilreads each one at a time 
inThe I » string I: 
outThe « setiostlags(ios::fixed) « setw( 16) « string I: 
inThe I »numher: 
outThe «setiosflags(ios::fixed)« setprecision(2)« setw(S)« numher: 
inThe I » numher; 
outThe «setiosflags(ios::fixed)« setprecision( 1)« setw(S)« numher: 
inThe I » numher: 
outThe «setiosflags(ios::fixed) « setprecision(2)« setw(S)« numher: 
inThe I » number; 
outThe « setiosllags(ios::fixed) « setprecision(2) « setw(S) « numher «endl; 
II defines the input file called "inThe2" 
inThe2.open( "f:/Icaria/temp/new.txt"): 
IIReads in data from first line which I will ignore 
inThe2 » string; 
IIReads in data one line at a time 
while( !inThe2.eofO ){ 
inThe2 » string: 
nums = strtok( string. "."); 
int k= 0; 
while ( nums != NULL ){ 
data!k]= atof( nums ); 
k++: 
nums = strtok(NULL. "."); } 
outThe« setiosflags(ios::tixed)« setprecision(O)« setw(8)« datal4J; 
outThe « setiosflags(ios::fixed) «setprecision(O) « setw(S) «dataI5]; 
outThe« setiosflags(ios::fixed)« setprecision(O)« setw(S)« dataI6]; 
outThe« setiosflags(ios::fixed)« setprecision(O)« setw(S)« dataI7]; 
outThe « setiosflags(ios::fixed) « setprecision(O) « setw(8) «data!S]: 
outThe« setiosflags(ios::fixed)« setprecision(O)« setw(S)« dataI9]: 
outThe « setiosflags(ios::fixed) « setprecision( 1)« setw(8) «datal 10]; 
outThe « setiosflags(ios::fixed) «setprecision(O) « setw(8) « datal III «endl; 
outThe« setiosflags(ios::fixed)« setprecision(O)« setw(l6)« data! 12]; 
outThe« setiostlags(ios::fixed)« setprecision(3)« setw(S)« datal 13]; 
outThe« setiosflags(ios::fixed)« setprecision(2)« setw(8)« datal 14]; 
outThe« setiostlags(ios::fixed)« setprecision(4)« setw(S)« datal 15]; 
outThe « setiostlags(ios::tixed) « setprecision(2) «setw(S) « data! 16]; 
outThe « setiosflags(ios::fixed) « setprecision(2) « setw(8) «datal 17]; 
outThe « setiosflags(ios::fixed) « setprecision(O) « setw(8) « datal 18] «endl; 
outThe « setiosllags(ios::fixed) « setprecision(O) « setw( 16) « datal 19]; 
outThe « setiosflags(ios::fixed)« setprecision(O) « setw(8) « data[20]; 
outThe « setiostlags(ios::tixed) « setprecision(O)« setw(8) «dataI21]; 
outThe « setiostlags(ios::tixed) « setprecision(O) « setw(8) « datal22]; 
outThe« setiostlags(ios::tixed)« setprecision(O)« setw(S)« data[23]; 
outThe« seliostlags(ios::fixed)« selprecision(O)« selw(8)« dataf24]; 
outThe «setiostlags(ios::tixed) « setprecision(O) « setw(8) « data!25] «endl: 
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IISoil Flag 
110 = water. I = sand. 2 = silt. 3 = day. 4 = peat 
Iiall of these soil types have the same default values 
IIU the soil flag is 1-4. the following must he added to the input file 
if (data! 19] == I \I data! 19] == 2 II data! 19] == 3 II data! 19] == 4) { 
outThe «"Soil: "; 
IIBase soil N (Ih N/lh soil) 
outThe« sctiosflags(ios::fixed)« setprceision(4) « setw(8) « 0.00 I: 
IIBase soil P ((h P/lh soil) 
outThe« setiosllags(ios::fixed)« setprecision(4)« setw(8)« O.OOOS: 
IIPore N (ppm) 
outThe« setiosllags(ios::fixed)« setprecision(2)« setw(8)« 5.0: 
IIPore P (ppm) 
outThe« setiosflags(ios::fixed)« setprecision(2)« setw(R)« 2.0« endl: 
I/Extraction runoff N 
outThe« setiosflags(ios::fixed)« setprecision(3)« setw( 16)« 0.05: 
I/Extraction runoff P 
outThe« setiosflags(ios::fixed)« setprecision(3)« setw(8)« 0.025: 
I/Extraction leaching N 
outThc« setiosflags(ios::fixed)« setprecision(3)« setw(S)« 0.250: 
I/Extraction lea~hing P 
outThe « setiosllags( ios:: fixed) « sctprecision( 3) « setw( X) « 0.250: 
IIPercent organic matter in soil 
outThe« setiosllags(ios::fixed)« setprecision(O)« setw(8)« 20« end\; I 
IlFertilizer Lev.::! flag 
IIII' fertilizer is applied to a cell. then the following 
Ilmust he added to the input file 
IlThis is fertilizer level one. Application rate: 50 Ihs/acre Nand 20 Ihs/acre P 
IISO 0 for Nand P availahility factors 
if (data[20] == I) ( 
outThe« "Fer!: "; 
outThe« setiostlags(ios::fixed)« setprecision(O)« setw(8)« 50: 
outThe« setiosllags(ios::lixed)« setprecision(O)« setw(8)« 20: 
outThe« setiosllags(ios::fixed)« setprecision(O)« setw(R)« SO; 
outThe« setiosflags(ios::fixed)« setprecision(O)« setw(8)« 80« endl; I 
IlThis is fertilizer level two. Application rate: 100 Ihs/acre Nand 40 Ihs/acre P 
11800 for Nand P availahility factors 
if (data[20] == 2) ( 
outThe «"Fer!: "; 
outThe« setiosllags(ios::fixed)« setprecision(O)« setw(8)« 100; 
outThe «setiosflags(ios::fixed) «setprecision(O) « setw(S)« 40; 
outThe « setiosflags(ios::fixed)« setprecision(O)« setw(S) « 80; 
outThe «setiostlags(ios::tixed) « setprecision(O) « setw(8)« 80« endl; I 
IlThis is fertilizer level three. Application rate: 200 Ihs/acre Nand 80 Ihs/acre P 
//800 for Nand P availahility factors 
if (data[20j == 3) { 
outThe «"Fert: " 
outThe« setiostlags(ios::fixed)« setprecision(())« setw(X)« 200: 
outThe « setiostlags( ios::fixed) « setprecision({)) « set w( X) « XO: 
outThe« setiostlags(ios::fixed)« setprecisionW)« setw(X)« XO: 
outThe« setiostlags(ios::fixed)« setprecision(O)« setw(X)« HO« emil: I 
IIChannel Indicator tlag 
I/O :::: a water cell. I :::: No definitive channel. 2-H = some other channel type 
IIFor the Peak !low calculation method:::: AGNPS 
Iland the geomorphic indicator = NON-GEOMORPHIC 
if (((dataI25]::::= 0) && (method == I) && (geomorphic == 0)) II «(dataI25] == I) && 
(method == I) && (geomorphic == 0))) l 
outThe« "Channel:": 
IIChannel width 
outThe« setios!lags(ios::fixed)« setprecision(2)« setw(X)« 0.0: 
IIChannel width coefficient 
outTh~ « setiosllags( ios::fixed) « setprecision(4) « setw( X) « 3.4250: 
IIChannel width exponent 
outThe« setiostlags(ios::fixed)« setprecision(4)« setw(X)« 0.3151: 
IIChannel depth 
outThe « setiosllags( ios::fixed) « setprecision(2) « setw( X) « 0.0: 
IIChannel depth coefficient 
outThe« setiosllags(ios::fixed)« setprecision(4)« setw(X)« 0.4537: 
//Channel depth exponent 
outThe « setiostlags( ios:: fixed) « setprecision( 4) « set w( X) « 0.211)2 « endl: 
I/Channel length 
outThe« setiosllags(ios::fixed)« setprecision(2) « setw( 16) « 200.0: 
//Channel length coefficient 
outThe« setiosllags(ios::fixed)« setprecision(3)« setw(X)« 153.0: 
/IChannel length exponent 
outThe« seti,}stlags(ios::fixed)« sctprecision(4)« setw(X)« 0.6; ) 
if «dataI25) == 0) && (method == I) && (geomorphic == 0)) l 
/lChannel slope (in AGNPS. this value varies for each cell. hut here it 
I/is set at a default value of 0.1 0 
outThe« sctiostlags(ios::lixed)« sctprecision(2)« sctw(X)« 0.00: 
IIChanncl side slope 
outThe« sctiosllags(ios::fixed)« setprecision(2)« setw(X)« 0.0« 
endl: 
/IChannelmanning's coefficient 
(lUtThe« setiosllags(ios::fixed)« setprecision(3)« setw( 16)« 0.00: 
IIAGNPS channel llow decay indicator 
II I = use AGNPS calculated decay: 0 = user enters decay percentages 
outThe« setiostlags(ios::fixed)« setprecision(O)« setw(X)« I: 
/IPercent N decay (used only when the decay indicator is I) 
outThe« setiostlags(ios::fixed)« setprecision(O)« setw(X)« 0: 
I/Percent P decay (used only when the decay indicator is I) 
outThe« setiostlags(ios::fixed)« setprecision(O)« setw(8)« 0; 
IIPercent COD decay (used only when the decay indicator is I) 
outThe« setiosllags(ios::fixed)« setprecisionrD)« setw(X)« ()« 
endl: ) 
else I 
IIChannel slope (in AGNPS. this v,ilue varies for each cell. hut herl' it 
l/is set at a default value of 1.0 
outThe « setiosflags(ios::fixed) « setprecision(~) « setw(X)« 1.0: 
IIChannel side slope 
outThe« setiosflags(ios::fixed)« setprecision(~)« setwO\)« 10.0« 
endl: 
IIChannel manning's coefficient 
outThe« setiosflags(ills::fixed)« setprecision(3)« set\\'( 16)« (l.() .. L 
IIAGNPS channel flow decay indicator 
II I = use AGNPS calculated decay: () = user enters decay percentages 
outThe« setiosllags(ios::fixed)« setprecisioniO)« setwOi)« I: 
IIPercent N decay (used only when the decay indicator is I) 
outThe« setiosflags(ios::fixed)« setprecision({)« setw(X)« 0: 
IIPercent P decay (used only when the decay indicator is I) 
outThe « setiosflags( ios::fixed) « setprecision(O) « setw( X) « 0: 
IIPercent COD decay (used only when the decay indicator is I) 
outThe« setiosflags(ios::fixed)« setprecision(O)« setw(X)« 0« 
endl: ) 
lIThe following parameters are scouring indicators which indicate whether 
lithe scouring of a given particle size from the channel will he allowed. 
IIIf this value is O. scouring of that particle size will NOT be allowed. 
//If this value is I. scouring of that particle size WILL he allowed. 
if «datal~51 == 0) && (method == I) && (geomorphic == 0») I 
IIClay scouring indicator 
else I 
outThe « setiosflags(ios::fixcd)« setprecision(O) « setw( 16) « 0: 
IISilt scouring indicator 
outThe« setiosflags(ios::fixed)« setprecision(O)« setwOi)« 0: 
IISmall aggregate scouring indicator 
outThe « setiosflags(ios::fixed) « setprecision({)) « setw( X) « 0: 
IILarge aggregate scouring indicator 
outThe « setiosflags(ios:: fixed) « setprecision(O) « setw(X) « 0: 
IISand scouring indicator for WATER CELL 
outThe« setiosflags(ios::fixed)« setprecision(O)« setw(X)« 0« 
endl: } 
/IClay scouring indicator 
outThe« setiosflags(ios::fixed)« setprecision(O)« setw( 16)« 0: 
/ISilt scouring indicator 
(wtThe« setiosflags(ios::fixed)« setprecision(O)« setw(X)« 0: 
/ISmail aggregate scouring indicator 
outThe« setiosflags(ios::fixed)« setprecision(O)« setw(8)« 0: 
IILarge aggregate scouring indicator 
outThe « setiosflags( ios::fixed) « setprecision(()) « setw( X) « 0: 
I/Sand scouring indicator for NO DEFINITIVE CHANNEL 
outThe« setiosflags(ios::fixed)« setprecision(O)« setw(8)« I « 
endl: } 
IIFor the Peak Ilow calculation method = AGNPS 
Iland the geomorphic indicator = USE GEOMORPHIC CALCULATION 
if «((data[251 == 0) && ::nethod == I) && (geomorphic == I)) 1\ «data[25] == I) && 
(method == I) && (geomorphic == I») { 
outThe« "Channel:": 
IIChannel width 
outThe« setiosllags(ios::fixed)« setprecision(2)« setw(X)« 0.0: 
IIChallnel width coefficient 
outThe « setiosllags( ios::fixed) « setprecision(4) « setw( X) « D.O: 
IIChannel width exponent 
outThe « setiosllags(ios::fixed) « setprecision(4) « setw( X) « 0.0: 
IIChanncl depth 
outThe « setiosflags( iDS:: fixed) « setprecision(2) « setw( X) « D.O: 
IIChannel depth coefficient 
outThe « setiosflags(ios::fixed) « setprecision(4) « setw( S) « O.D: 
IIChannel depth exponent 
outThe« setiosflags(ios::fixed)« setprecision(4)« setw(X)« 0.0« endl: 
IIChannel length 
outThe « setiosllags(ios::fixed) « setprecision(2) « setw( 16) « 0.0: 
IIChannel length coefficient 
outThe« setiosflags(ios::fixed)« setprecision(3)« setw(S)« 153.0: 
IIChannel length exponent 
outThe« setiosflags(ios::fixed)« setprecision(4)« setw(X)« 0.6: 
IIChannel slope (in AGNPS. this value varies for each cell, hut here it 
l/is set at a default value of 0.5 
outThe« setiosflags(ios::fixed)« setprecision(2)« setw(X)« (}.O; 
IIChannel side slope 
outThe « setiosflags( ios::fixed) « setprecision(2) « setw( X) « (}.O « end I: 
liChannel manning's coefficient 
outThe « setiosflags(ios::lixed) « setprecision(3) « setw( 16) « 0.0: 
if «data[25] == 0) && (method == I) && (geomorphic == I» { 
else ( 
IIAGNPS channel flow decay indicator 
II () = use AGNPS calculated decay; I = user enters decay percentages 
outThe« setiosflags(ios::fixed)« setprecision(O)« setw(X)« 0: 
IIPercent N decay (used only when the decay indicator is I) 
outThe« setiosflags(ios::fixed)« setprecision(O)« setw(X)« 0: 
IIPercent P decay (used only when the decay indicator is I) 
outThe« setiosflags(ios::fixed)« setprecision(O)« setw(H)« 0; 
IIPercent COD decay (used only when the decay indicator is I) 
outThe« setiosflags(ios::fixed)« setprecision(O)« setw(X)« 0« 
endl: } 
IIAGNPS channel flow decay indicator 
II () = use AGNPS calculated decay; I = user enters decay percentages 
outThe « setiosflags(ios::fixed) « setprecision(O)« sctw(H)« I: 
IIPercent N decay (used only when the decay indicator is I) 
outThe « setiosflags( ios::fixed) « setprecision<O) « setw( X)« I: 
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IIPcn:cnt P dc\:ay (uscd only whcn thc dc\:ay indi\:ator is I) 
outThe « sctiosflags( ios:: fixcd) « sctprc\:ision(O) « sct w( X)« I: 
IIPcr\:cnt COD dc\:ay (uscd only whcn thc de\:ay indi\:ator is I) 
outThe« sctiosflags(ios::fixed)« setprc\:ision(O)« set\\'(X)« 1 « 
endl: } 
lIThe following parameters are s\:ouring indi\:ators whidl indi\:ate \\·hether 
lithe sUlUring of a given parlide size from the channel will he allowed. 
//If this value is O. s\:ouring of that parlide !'>ize will NOT he allowed. 
//If this value is I. scouring of that parlide size WILL he allowed. 
IIChlY swuring indicator 
outThe « setiosflags( ios::fixed) « sctprecision(O) « setw( 16) « 0: 
IISilt swuring indi\:ator 
outThe« setiosflags(ios::fixed)« setpre\:ision(O)« setw(X)« 0: 
IISmall aggregate s\:ouring indi\:ator 
outThe « setiosflags(ios::lixed) « setprccision(O) « setw( X) « 0: 
I/Large aggregate scouring indicator 
outThe« sctiosflags(ios::fixed)« setprecision(O)« setw(X)« 0: 
if (data[25] == 0) && (mcthod == I) && (gcomorphic == I» ( 
else { 
IISand scouring indicator 
outThe« setiosflags(ios::fixed)« sctprecision(O)« sctw(X)« 0« 
endl: } 
IISand scouring indicator 
outThe « setiosflags( ios::fixed) « sctprc\:isionW) « setw( X) « 1 « 
endl: } 
H****:~:!:******************************************** **************~:*********~:*:~~:*** 
IIFor the Peak flow calculation method = SCS-TR55 
lIand the geomorphic indicator = USE GEOMORPHIC CALCULATION 
if «(data[25] == 0) && (method == 0) && (gcomorphic == I» II «data[25] == I) && 
(method == 0) && (geomorphi\: == I») { 
outThe« "Channel:": 
IIChannel width 
outThe« setiosflags(ios::fixed)« setprecision(2)« setw(X)« 0.0: 
IIChannel width coefficient 
outThe« setiosflags(ios::lixed)« setprecision(4)« setw(X)« 3.4250: 
//Channel width exponent 
outThe « setiosllags(ios::lixed) « setprccision(4) « setw(X) « 0.3151 : 
//Channel depth 
olJtThe« setiosflags(ios::fixed)« setpre\:ision(2)« setw(X)« 0.0; 
I/Channel depth \:oeffi\:ient 
outThe« setiosllags(ios::fixed)« setpre\:ision(4)« setw(X)« 0.4537: 
//Channel depth exponent 
outThe « setiosllags(ios::lixed) « setprecision( 4) « setw(X) « 0.2192 « end I ; 
//Channel length 
outThc « setiosllags(ios::fixed) « setprccision(2) « setw( 16) « 0.0: 
//Channellength coefficient 
outThc« setiosllags(ios::lixcd)« setprecision(3)« setw(X)« 153.0: 
//Channellength cxponent 
outThe« setiosflags(ios::lixcd)« setpre\:ision(4)« setw(X)« 0.6; 
//Channel slope (in AGNPS. this value varics for ea\:h cell. hut here it 
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l/is set at a default value of 0.1 
outThe « setiosllags( ios::fixed) « setprecision(2) « setw( 8) « 0.1: 
if ((data[25) == 0) && (method == 0) && (geomorphic == I» l 
else l 
IIChannel side slope 
outThe« setiostlags(ios::fixed)« setprecision(2)« setw(8)« o.n« 
endl: 
IIChannel manning's coefficient 
(lUtThe« setiostlags(ios::fixed)« setprecision(3)« setw( 16)« 0.0: 
IIAGNPS channelllow decay indicator 
110= use AGNPS calculated decay; I = user enters decay percentages 
oUlThe « setiosllags( ios::fixed) « setprecision(O) « setw( X)« I: 
IIPercent N decay (used only when the decay indicator is I) 
outThe « setiosllags(ios::fixed) « setprecision(() « setwnl) « 0: 
IIPercent P decay (used only when the decay indicator is I) 
outThe« setiosllags(ios::fixed)« setprecisionW)« set\v(8)« 0: 
IIPercent COD decay (used only when the decay indicator is I ) 
outThe« setiostlags(ios::fixed)« setprecision(()« setw(8)« 0« 
end!: } 
IIChannel side slope 
outThe« setiostlags(ios::fixed)« setprecision(2)« setw(X)« 10.0« 
endl: 
IIChannel manning's coefficient 
Ol:tThe « setiosflags( ios::fixed) « setprecision(3) « setw( 16) « 0.4: 
IIAGNPS channelllow decay indicator 
110= use AGNPS calculated decay; I = user enters decay percentages 
outThe« setiosflags(ios::fixed)« setprecision({})« setwOl)« 0: 
/IPercent N decay (used only when the decay indicator is I) 
outThe « setiostlags(ios::fixed) « setprecision(O) « setwOlJ « 0; 
IIPercent P decay (used only when the decay indicator is I) 
outThe« setiosllags(ios::fixed)« setprecision(O)« setw(8)« 0; 
IIPercent COD decay (used only when the decay indicator is I) 
outThe« setiosllags(ios::tixed)« setprecision(()« setw(8)« 0« 
endl;} 
lIThe following parameters are scouring indicators which indicate whether 
lithe scouring of a given particle size from the channel will he allowed. 
//If this value is O. scouring of that particle size will NOT he allowed. 
//If this value is I. scouring of that particle size WILL be allowed. 
IIClay scouring indicator 
outThe« setiostlags(ios::tixed)« setprecision(O)« setw( 16)« 0; 
IISilt scouring indicator 
outThe« setiostlags(ios::fixed)« setprecision(O)« setw(8)« 0; 
liS mall aggregate scouring indicator 
outThe« setiostlags(ios::fixed)« setprecision(O)« setw(X)« 0; 
IILarge aggregate scouring indicator 
outThe« setiostlags(ios::tixed)« setprecision(O)« setw(8)« 0; 
if «data[25) == 0) && (method == 0) && (geomorphic == I» { 
IISand scouring indicator 




IISand scouring indicator 
(lUtThe « setiostlags( ios:: fixed) « setprecision(O) « set\\'( ~) « I « 
endl:} 
IIFor the Peak flow calculation method = SCS-TR55 
Iland the geomorphic indicator = NO GEOMORPHIC CALCULATION 
if «(data[25j == 0) && (method == 0) && (geomorphic == 0)) II «dataI251 == I) && 
(method == 0) && (geomorphic == 0))) ( 
outThe« "Channel:": 
IIChannel width 
outThe« setiosflags(ios::fixed)« setprecision(2)« setw(X)« 10.0: 
IIChannel width <.:Oefficient 
outThe « setiosflags( ios::fixed) « setprecision( 4) « setw( X) « 0.0: 
IIChannel width exponent 
olltThe« setiostlags(ios::fixed)« setprecision(4)« setw(X)« O.D: 
IIChannel depth 
outThe « setiostlags( ios:: fixed) « setprecision(2) « setw( X) « 3.0: 
IIChannel depth coefficient 
outThe « setiosflags( ios: :fixed) « setprecision( 4) « setw(X) « 0.0: 
IIChannel depth exponent 
outThe« setiostlags(ios::fixed)« setprecision(4)« setw(X)« 0.0« endl: 
IIChannellength 
outThe « setiostlags(ios::fixed) « setprecision(2) « setw( 16) « 200.0: 
IIChannel length coefficient 
outThe« setiostlags(ios::fixed)« setprecision(3)« setw(X)« 0.0: 
IIChannel length exponent 
outThe« setiosflags(ios::fixed)« setprecision(4)« setw(X)« 0.0: 
IIChannel slope (in AGNPS. this value varies for each cell. hut here it 
l/is set at a default value of 0.5 
outThe« setiosflags(ios::fixed)« setprecision(2)« setw(X)« 0.5: 
IIChannel side slope 
outTh.?« setiosflags(ios::fixed)« setprecision(2)« setw(X)« 0.0« endl: 
IIChannelmanning's coefficient 
outThe « setiosflags(ios::fixed) « setprecision(3) « setw( 16) « 0.0: 
if«data[25j == 0) && (method == 0) && (geomorphic == 0») ( 
else { 
IIAGNPS channel flow decay indicator 
II () = usc AGNPS calcuiated decay: I = user enters decay percentages 
outThe« setiosflags(ios::fixed)« setprecision(O)« setw(X)« 0: 
IIPercent N decay (used only when the decay indicator is 1 ) 
outThe« setiosflags(ios::fixed)« setprecision(O)« setw(8)« 0: 
I/Percent P decay (used only when the decay indicator is I) 
outThe« setiosllags(ios::fixed)« setprecision(O)« setw(8j« 0: 
IIPercent COD decay (used only when the decay indicator is 1 j 
outThe« setiosflags(ios::fixed)« setprecision(O)« setw(8)« 0« 
end!: } 
IIAGNPS channel flow decay indicator 
II () = usc AGNPS calculated decay: 1 = user enters decay percentages 
return 0: 
outThe « setiosllags( ios::fixed) « setprecision(O) « set\q X) « I: 
IIPercent N decay (used only when the decay indicator is I ) 
outThe « setiosllags( ios:: fixed) « setprecision(O) « setw( X) « I: 
IIPercent P decay (used only when the decay indicator is I ) 
outThe « setiosllags( ios:: fixed) « setprecision(O) « :-.et\\'( X) « I: 
IIPercent COD decay (used only when the decay indicator is I) 
outThe« setiosllags(ios::fixed)« setprecision(()« setw(X)« I « 
endL } 
liThe following parameters are scouring indicators which indicate whether 
lithe scouring of a given particle size from the channel will he allowed. 
//If this value is O. scouring of that particle size will NOT he allowed. 
IIU this value is I. scouring of that particle size WILL he allowed. 
IICla), scouring indicator 
(wtThe « setiosllags( ios: :fixed) « setprecision(O) « setw( 16) « 0: 
IISilt scouring indicator 
outThe« setiosllags(ios::fixed)« setprecision(O)« setw(X)« 0: 
IISmall aggregate scouring indicator 
outThe« setiosllags(ios::fixed)« setprecision(O)« setw(X)« 0: 
IlLarge aggregate scouring indicator 
outThe« seticsllags(ios::fixed)« setprecision(O)« setw(X)« 0: 
if ((data[251 == 0) && (Illethod == 0) && (geolllorphic == 0») 1 
else 1 
IISand scouring indicator 
outThe« setiosllags(ios::fixed)« setprecisionW)« setw()))« ()« 
endL } 
IISand scouring indicator 




Irrhis C++ program gets the file called new.nps from the 
IIAGNPS data directory. extracts the Watershed Summary 
llinformation. extracts the Sediment summary inforlll3tion. extracts 
lithe Soil Loss information. and extracts the Nutrient information. 
II 
IIProgram: nps.cpp 
IIProgrammers: Sarah Stratton 








char x[ !O]: 
char description I X II: llinput string for 'Watershed Description' 
char dummy: 
douhle numher: 
douhle soil[ 141: 
douhle nutrient[ 161: 
char c[ I OJ: 
douhle y: 
int main() { 
Iidefines the input file called "New.nps" 
ifstream inThe("c:/agnps/dataINew.nps". ios::in): 
Iidefines the Watershed Summary output file called "summary" 
of stream outThe I (" f:/Icaria/temp/summary .tmp". ios: :out): 
Iidefines the Sediment Summary output tile called "sedsum" 
of stream outThe2(" f:/Icaria/temp/sedsum.tl11p". ios::out); 
Iidefines the Soil Loss output file called "soilloss" 
ofstreal11 outThc3( "f:/Icaria/tel11p/soi Iloss.tmp". ios: :out); 
Iidefines the Nutrient output tile called "nutrient" 
of stream outThe4("f:/icaria/temp/nutrient.tl11p". ios: :out): 
IIBegins reading the new.nps file 
do { 
inThe» x: } 
whi1e(x!O] != '""~I; 
Ilreads in next line ("SEOIMENT") which will he ignored 
inThe » string; 
1.+0 
Ilreads in the .+th line which is the Watershed Description 
Iland writes it to the Watershed Summary output file 
inThe .get! dummy): 
inThe.get!description. XI): 
outThe 1 « description « end!: 
inThe .get( dummy): 
l/reads in the rest of the Watershed Summary information 
Iland writes in to the Watershed Summary output file 
inThe »numher: Iidrainage area otl the watershed 
outThe 1 «setiostlags(ios::fixed)« setprecision(2)« numher« endl: 
inThe »numher: Ilarea of each hase cell 
outThe 1 «setiosflags(ios::fixed)« setprecision(2)« numher« endl: 
inThe »numher: Ileharacteristic storm precipitation 
outThe 1 «setiosflags(ios::fixed)« setprecision(2)« numher« endl: 
inThe »numher: Iistorm energy-intensity value 
outThe 1 «setiosflags(ios::fixed)« setprecision(2)« numher« end!: 
inThe » numher: Ilcellnumher 
outThe 1 «setiostlags(ios::fixed) « setprecision(O)« number« endl: 
inThe »numher: Ilcell division 
outThe 1 « setiosflags(ios::fixed) « setpreeision(O) « numher« endl: 
inThe »numher: lirunoff volume 
outThe 1 «setiostlags(ios::fixed)« setprecision(2)« numher« endl: 
inThe »numher: Ilpeak runoff rate 
out The 1 « setiostlags( ios: :fixed) « setprecision( 2) « numher « end I : 
inThe »numher: l/total sediment yield 
outThe 1 « setiostlags(ios::fixed) « setprecision(2) « numher« endl: 
inThe »numher: Iltotal nitrogen in sediment 
outThe 1 « setiostlags(ios::fixed) « setprecision(2) « numher« endl; 
inThe »numher; Iitotal soluhle nitrogen in runoff 
outThe 1 « setiostlags(ios::fixed) « setprecision(2) « numher« endl: 
inThe »numher; Iisoluhle nitrogen concentration in runoff 
outThe 1 «setiostlags(ios::fixed) « setprecision(2)« numher« endl: 
inThe »numher: litotal phosphorous in sediment 
outThe 1 « setiosflags(ios::fixed) « setprecision(2) « numher« endl; 
inThe »numher; Iitotal soluhle phosphorous in runoff 
outThe 1 «setiostlags(ios::fixed)« setprecision(2)« numher« endl: 
inThe »numher; Iisoluhle phosphorous concentration in runoff 
outThe I « setiostlags(ios::fixed) « setprecision(2) « numher« end!: 
inThe »numher; Iitotal soluhle chemical oxygen demand 
outThe 1 « setiostlags(ios::fixed) « setprecision(2) « numher« endl; 
inThe »numher; Iisoluhle chemical oxygen demand concentration in runoff 
outThe 1 «setiostlags(ios::fixed) « setprecision(2)« numher« endl; 
Ilreads in two lines hefore the Sediment Summary which will he ignored 
inThe » string; 
inThe » string; 
IIReads in the Sediment Summary which consists of 42 numhers and 
Ilwrites it to the Sediment Summary output file 
inThe » numher: 
outThe2« setiosflags(ios::fixed)« setprecision(2)« numher« end!: 
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inThe » numher: 
outThe2 « setiostlags( ios::fixed) « setprecision(2) « numher « endl: 
inThc » numher: 
outThe2« setiostlags(ios::fixed)« setprecision(O)« numher« endl: 
inThe » numher: 
outThe2 « setiostlags(ios::fixed) « setprecision({» « number« end!: 
inThe » numher: 
outThe2 « setiostlags(ios::fixed) « setprecision(2) « numher« endl: 
inThe » numher: 
outThe2 «setiostlags(ios::fixed) « setprecision(2)« number« endl: 
inThe » number: 
outThe2« setiosilags(ios::fixed)« setprecision(2)« number« endl: 
inThe » numher: 
outThe2 « setiosilags(ios::fixed)« setprecision(2)« number« endl: 
inThe » numher: 
outThe2« setiostlags(ios::fixed)« setprccision(2)« number« endl: 
inThe » numher; 
outThe2« setiostlags(ios::fixedl« setprecision(O)« number« end!: 
inThc » numher: 
llutThe2 « setiosflags(ios::fixed) « setprecision(() « number« endl: 
inThe » numher: 
outThe2 «setiostlags(ios::tixed)« sctprecision(2)« numher« endl: 
inThe » numher: 
outThe2 «setiosflags(ios::tlxed) « setprecision(2)« number« endl: 
inThe » number: 
outThe2« setiostlags(ios::fixed)« setprecision(2)« number« endl: 
inThe » numher; 
outThe2 « setiostlags(ios::fixed) « setprecision(2) « numher« endl: 
inThe » number; 
outThe2« setiostlags(ios::tixed)« setprecision(2)« numher« endl: 
inThe » numher: 
outThe2 « setiostl:J.gs(ios::fixedl « setprecision({» « number« end!: 
inThe » numher; 
outThe2« setiosflags(ios::fixed)« setprecision(O)« numher« endl: 
inThe » number: 
outThe2 «setiostlags(ios::fixed)« setprecision(2)« number« end!: 
inThe » numher: 
outThe2 «setiostlags(ios::fixed) « setprecision(2)« number« end!: 
inThc » number: 
outThe2« setiostlags(ios::tixed)« setprecision(2)« number« endl: 
inThe » numher: 
outThe2 «setiostlags(ios::fixed) « setprecision(2)« numher« endl: 
inThe » numher: 
outThe2 «setiostlags(ios::fixedl« setprecision(2)« number« endl: 
inThc » numher; 
outThe2« setiostlags(ios::tixed)« setprecision(O)« number« end!; 
inThe » numher: 
outThe2 «setiostlags(ios::fixed)« setprecision(O)« numher« endl: 
inThe » numher; 
outThe2 «setiostlags(ios::fixed)« setprecision(2)« number« end!; 
inThe » numher: 
outThe2« setiostlags(ios::fixed)« setprecision(2)« numher« endl: 
inThc » numher: 
outThe2 « sctiostlags{ ios::fixed) « setprecision(2) « number « end!: 
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inThe » numher: 
outThe2 « setiosllags( ios: :fixed) « setprecision(2) « numher « endl: 
inThe » numher: 
outThe2 « setiostlags(ios::fixed) « setprecision(2) « numher« endl: 
inThe » numher: 
outThe2 «setiostlags(ios::fixed) « setprecision({)« numher« endl: 
inThe » numher: 
outThe2 «setiosllags(ios::fixed) « setprecision({))« numher« endl: 
inThe » numher: 
outThe2 « sctiostlags( ios::fixed) « setprecision(2) « numher « endl: 
inThe » numher: 
outThe2« setiosflags(ios::fixed)« setprecision(2)« numher« endl: 
inThe » numher: 
outThe2 « setiosllags(ios::fixed) « setprecision(2) « numher« emil: 
inThe » numher: 
outThe2 «setiosflags(ios::fixed) « setprecision(2)« numher« end!: 
inThe » number: 
outThe2« setiosflags(ios::fixed)« setprecision(2)« numher« endl: 
inThe » number: 
outThe2« setiosflags(ios::fixed)« setprecision(O)« numher« endl: 
inThe » numher: 
outThe2« setiosflags(ios::fixed)« setprecision(O)« numher« endl: 
inThe » numher: 
outThe2« setiostlags(ios::fixeJ)« setprecision(2)« numher« endl: 
inThe » numher: 
outThe2« setiostlags(ios::fixed)« setprecision(2)« numher« end!: 
inThe » numher: 
outThe2 « setiosflags(ios: :fixed) « setprecision(2) « numher « endl: 
Ilreads in the next two separator lines which arc ignored 
inThe »string: II "****" 
inThe »string: I/"SOIL_LOSS 
inThe» c: 
do { 
soil[OJ = atof( c): 
for (int i = I: i < 9: i++) 
inThe » soil[iJ: 
for(intj =O:j < 25:j++) 
inThe» y: 
for (int k = 9: k < 14: k++) 
inThe » soil[kl: 
for (int n = 0: n < 2: n++) 
outThe3« setiosflags(ios::fixed)« setprecision(O)« soil[n] « " ": 
for (int m = 2: m < 8: 11l++) 
outThe3« setiostlags(ios::fixed)« setprecision(2)« soil[m]«" ": 
for (int q = 8: 'I < 9: '1++) 
nutThe3 « setiosflags( ins: :fixed) « setprecision( I ) « soil! m 1 « " ": 
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for (int r = 9: r < 13; r++) 
outThc3« setiosflags(ios::fixed)« setprecision(2)« soil[r]«" "; 
for(intp= 13:p< 14:p++) 
outThc3« setiosflags(ios::fixed)« setprecision(O)« soil[p] «" ": 
outThe3 « endl: 
inThe» c: 
while( elO] != 'or.' ); 
!!reads in the next separator line whieh is ignored 
inThe »string: I/"NUTRIENT" 
inThe» e: 
do { 
nutrient[O] = atone): 
for(ints= I:s< 16:s++) 
inThe» nutrientls]; 
for (int t = 0; t < 2: t++) 
outThc4« sctiosflags(ios::fixed)« sctprccision(())« nutrient!t] « " ": 
for (int \' = 2: \' < 16; V++) 
outThe4« setiosflags(ios::fixed)« sctpreeision(2)« nutrient[v]« " ": 
outThe4 « end!: 
inThe» c: } 




IIPrints the sediment summary to a text file 
IIProgram: printss.t:pp 
IIProgrammer: Sarah Stratton 








int main() { 
Iidefines the input file t:alled "sedsum.tmp" 
ifstream inThe( "f:/Icaria/temp/sedsum.tmp". ios::in): 
if (!inThe) { 
t:err « "File sedsum.tmp l:Ould not be opened\n": 
exit( I): I 
Iidefines the output file to be printed t:alled "sed_sum.txt" 
of stream outThe(" f:lkarialtemp/sed_sum.txt". ios: :out); 
if (!outThe) { 
t:err« "File sed_sum.txt t:ould not be opened\n": 
exit( I): I 
IICreates a title and t:olumn headers 
outThe« setiosflags(ios::fixed)« setw(45)« "SEDIMENT ANALYSIS"« endl: 
outThe «'\n': 
outThe « " Area Weighted" «endl: 
outThc « " Erosion Delivery Enrit:hment Mean Area Weighted" « endl: 
outThe «"Particle Upland Channel Ratio Ratio Cone Yield Yield" «emil: 
outThe«" Type (tons/ane) (CX) (CX) (ppm) (tons/ane) (tons/ane)" «endl: 
outThe < < "------------------------------------------------------------------------------" < < end I; 
outThe « " CLAY": 
IIBegins reading the input and outputs it 
inThe » number; 
outThe« setiostlags(ios::fixcd)« setw( 10)« setpret:ision(2)« number; 
inThe » number; 
outThe «setiosllags(ios::fixed) « setw(9)« setprecision(2)« number; 
inThe » number: 
outThe« setiosflags(ios::fixed)« setw(8)« setprecision(O)« number; 
inThe » number: 
outThe « setiosflags(ios::fixed) « setw( 12) « setpret:ision(2) « number: 
inThe » number; 
outThe« setiostlags(ios::fixed)« setw( 10)« setpret:ision(2)« number; 
inThe » number: 
outThc « setiosflags( ios: :fixed) « setw( I () « sctprct:ision(2) « number: 
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inThe » numher: 
outThe « setiostlags( ios::fixed) « setw( 12) « setprecision(2) « numher « emil: 
outThe«" SILT": 
inThe » numher: 
outThe « setiostlags( ir-s::fixed) « set\\'( 10) « setprecision(2) « numher: 
inThe » numher: 
outThe « setiostlags( illS: :fixed) « set\\'(9) « setprecision(2) « numher: 
inThe » numher: 
outThe « setiosflags( ios:: fixed) « setw( X) « setprecision(O) « numher: 
inThe » numher: 
outThe « setiostlags( ios:: fixed) « setw( 12) « setprecision(2) « numher: 
inThe » numher: 
outThe« setiosflags(ios::fixed)« setw( 10)« setprecision(2)« numher: 
inThe » numher: 
outThe« setiostlags(ios::fixed)« setw( 10)« setprecision(2)« numher: 
inThe » numher: 
outThe« setiostlags(ios::fixed)« setw( 12)« setprecision(2)« numher« end!: 
outThe « " SAGG": 
inThe » numher: 
outThc« setiosflags(ios::fixed)« setw( 10)« sctprecision(2)« numher: 
inThe » numher: 
outThe« setiosflags(ios::fixed)« setw(9)« setprecision(2)« numher: 
inThe » numher: 
outThe« setiostlags(ios::fixed)« setw(X)« setprecision(O)« numher: 
inThe » numher: 
outThe« setiosflags(ios::fixed)« setw( 12)« setprecision(2)« numher; 
inThe » numher: 
outThc« setiostlags(ios::fixed)« setw( 10)« setprecision(2)« numher; 
inThe » numher: 
outThc« setiostlags(ios::fixed)« sctw( 10)« setprecision(2)« numher: 
inThe » numher: 
outThc« sctiosflags(ios::fixed)« setw( 12)« setprecision(2)« numher« end!: 
outThc « " LAGG": 
inThe » numher: 
outThe « setiosflags(ios::fixed) « setw( 10) « setprecision(2) « numher: 
inThe » numher: 
outThc« setiostlags(ios::fixed)« setw(9)« setprecisi(JJ1(2)« numher: 
inThe » numher: 
outThe« setiosflags(ios::fixed)« setw(X)« setprecision(O)« numher: 
inThe » numher: 
outThe « setiost1ags(ios::fixed)« setw( 12)« setpreeision(2)« numher; 
inThe » numher: 
outThc« setiostlags(ios::fixed)« setw( 10)« setprecision(2)« numher; 
inThe » numher: 
outThc« setiostlags(ios::fixcd)« setw( 10)« setprecision(2)« numher; 
inThc » numher: 
outThc« setiosflags(ios::fixed)« sctw( 12)« setprecision(2)« numher« endl: 
outThe«" SAND": 
inThc » numher: 
outThe« setiost1ags(ios::fixed)« setw( 10)« setprecision(2)« numher; 
inThc » numher: 
outThe« setiostlags(ios::fixed)« setw(9)« setprecision(2)« numher: 
inThc » numher: 
outThe « sctiosflags( ios::fixed) « sctwn\) « setprccision((}) « numher; 
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inThe » numher: 
outThe « setiosflags( ios:: fixed) « set\\'( 12) « setprecision(2) « numher: 
inThe » numher: 
outThe « setiostlags( ios: :fixed) « setw( 10) « setprecision( 2) « numher: 
inThe » numher: 
outThe« setiosflags(ios::fixed)« setw( 10)« setprecision(2)« numher: 
inThe » numher: 
outThe« setiosflags(ios::fixed)« setw( 12)« setprecision(2)« numher« endl: 
out The < < "------------------------------------------------------------------------------" < < end I: 
outThe« "TOTAL": 
inThe » numher; 
outThe « setiosflags( ios:: fixed) « setw( 10) « setprecision(2) « numher: 
inThe » numher: 
oUIThe « seliosflags( ios: :fixed) « selw( l) « selprccision(2) « numher: 
inThe » numher: 
oUIThe « setiosflags( ios: :fixed) « setw( X) « setprecisionW) « numher: 
inThe » numher; 
outThe« setiosflags(ios::fixed)« setw( 12)« selprecision(2)« numher: 
inThc » numher: 
outThe « sctiosflags(ios: :fixed) « sctw( I () « setprecision(2) « numher: 
inThc » numher; 
outThe « setiosflags( ios: :fixed) « setw( 10) « setprecision(2) « numher: 
inThe » numher: 
outThe« setiosflags(ios::fixed)« setw( 12)« setprecision(2)« numher« endl: 
return 0: 
IIPrints the watershed summary to a text file 
IIProgram: prinlws.cpp 
IIProgrammcr: Sarah Stratton 







char string[ 12J: 
1.:1.7 
PRINTWS.EXE 
char description I X I J: Ilinput string for 'Watershed Identification' 
double number: 
inl main() { 
Ildcfines the input file called "summary.lmp" 
ifstream inThe( "f:IIcariaitemp/summary .tmp". ios: :in): 
if(!inThe) ( 
CCIT « "File summary.lmp could not he opened\n": 
exit( I): I 
Iidefines the output lile to be printcd called "ws_sum.lxt" 
of stream outThe( "f:/Icarialtcmp/ws_sum.txt". ios: :out); 
if (!outThej { 
cerr« "File ws_sum.txt could not be opened\n": 
exit( I); } 
IIPuts the heading "WATERSHED SUMMARY" at the beginning of the output file 
outThe «setiosflags(ios::lixcd) « setw(50)« "WATERSHED SUMMARY" « endl: 
outThe « '\n': 
Ilreads in the first line which is the watershed description 
inThe.get(description, 81); 
outThe« setiosflags(ios::left)« setw(56)« "Watershed Identification"; 
outThe « setiosflags(ios::right)« setw(30) « description « endl; 
Ilreads in the rest of the watershed summary file and outputs it 
inThe » number; 
outThe « setiosflags(ios::left)« setw(56) « "Drainage Area of the Watershed": 
outThe « setiosflags(ios::right) « setw( 16) « setprecision(2) « numher« " acres" « endl: 
inThe » number; 
outThe« setiosflags(ios::left)« setw(56j« "Area of Each Base Cell"; 
outThe « setiosflags(ios::right)« setw( 16) « setprecision(2) « number« " acres" « endl: 
inThe » number; 
outThe «sctiostlags(ios::left)« setw(56)« "Characteristic Storm Precipitation": 
outThe « setiosllags(ios::right)« setw( 16) « setprecision(2) « number« " inches" « endl: 
inThe » numher; 
outThe« setiosllags(ios::left)« setw(56)« "Storm Energy-Intensity Value"; 
14); 
outThe « setiostlags(ios::righn « setw( 16) « setprecision( 2) « number « elllll: 
outThe « '\n': 
outThe « '\n': 
outThe« setiostlags(ios::fixed)« setw(,')« "VALUES AT THE WATERSHED OUTLET" « 
endl: 
outThe « '\n': 
inThe » number: 
outThe« setiostlags(ios::left)« setw(,6)« "Cell Number": 
outThe « setiostlags(ios::right)« setw( 16)« setprecision(O)« number« endl: 
inThe » number: 
outThe« setiostlags(ios::left)« set\\,(,6)« "Cell Di\'ision": 
outThe « setiostlags( ios::right) « setw( 16) « setprecision(O) « number « endl: 
inThe » number: 
outThc« setiostlags(ios::left)« setw(56)« "Runoff Volume"; 
outThe« setiosflags(ios::right)« setw( 16)« setprecision(2)« number« " inches" «emil: 
inThe » number: 
outThe «setiostlags(ios::left)« setw(,6)« "Peak Runoff Rate": 
outThe «setiostlags(ios::right) « setw( 16)« setprecision(2)« number« " cfs" «endl: 
inThe » number: 
outThe «setiosflags(ios::lcft)« setw(56)« "Total Sediment Yield": 
outThe « setiosflags(ios::right) « setw( 16) « setpreeision(2) « number« " tons" « endl: 
inThe » number: 
outThe« setiosflags(ios::left)« setw(,6)« "Total Nitrogen in Sediment": 
outThe « setiosflags(ios::right) « setw( 16) « setprecision(2) « number« " Ibs/acrc" « end I: 
inThe » number: 
outThc «sctiosflagsrios::left)« set\\,(,6)« "Total Soluble Nitrogen in Runoff": 
outThe« setiostlags(ios::right)« setw( 16)« setprecision(2)« number«" Ibs/acre" «endl: 
inThe » number: 
outThe « setiosflags(ios::left) « setw(,6) « "Soluble Nitrogen Concentration in Runoff': 
outThc« setiosflags(ios::right)« setw( 16)« setprecision(2)« number« " ppm" «endl: 
inThe » number: 
outThe« setiosflags(ios::left)« setw(,6)« "Total Phosphorous in Sediment": 
outThe « setiosflags(ios::right) « setw( 16) « setprecision(2) « number« " Ibs/acre" «endl: 
inThe » number: 
outThe « setiosflags(ios::left) « setw(56) « "Total Soluhle Phosphorous in Runoff": 
outThe «setiosflags(ios::right) « setw( 16)« setprecision(2)« numher« " Ihs/acrc" «endl: 
inThc » numher: 
outThe« setiosflags(ios::left)« setw(56)« "Soluhle Phosphorous Concentration in Runoff': 
outThe « setiosflags(ios::right) « setw( 16) « setprecision(2) « number« " ppm" « endl: 
inThe » numher; 
outThe «setiost1ags(ios::left)« setw(56)« "Total Soluhle Chemical Oxygen Demand": 
outThe «setiostlags(ios::right) « setw( 16)« setprecision(2)« numher« " Ihs/acre" «endl: 
inThe » numher: 
outThe «setiostlags(ios::left)« setw(56)« "Soluhle Chemical Oxygen Demand Concentration in 
Runoff': 
outThe « setiostlags(ios::right) « setw(l6) « setprecision(2) « number« " ppm" «endl; 
return 0: 
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APPENDIX C. CREATING A FISHNET COVERAGE IN ARC/INFO 
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The "ArcView-AGNPS Interface" discussed in this thesis requires that the user provide a 
fishnet coverage that contains some input information. The development of "Creating a 
fishnet coverage" in the ArcView-AGNPS modeling environment is currently being 
developed. The following information contains step-by-step instructions for creating a fishnet 
coverage in ArC/INFO using a portion of an interface developed by Liao ( 1996). 
Getting Started 
I. GIS coverages of the watershed will be needed for the following: 
" Watershed boundary 
• Required attributes in boundary.pat: CODE (set code = I). 
, Land use 
• Required attributes in landuse.pat: N (Manning's coefficient), C (USLE cropping 
factor), P (USLE conservation practice factor), SCC (surface condition constant). 
FL (fertilizer level), and COD (chemical oxygen demand). 
" Contour map 
~ Rivers 
• Required attributes in rivers.aat: DIRECT (flow direction. I to 8), CODE (river or 
stream type according to the AGNPS manual). 
~ Curve numbers 
• Required attributes in curvenum.pat: CN (curve number determined by land use 
type and soil hydrologic group). 
~ Soil 
• Required attributes in soil.pat: TEXTURE (soil texture), K (soil erodibility). 
HYDROGRP (soil hydrologic group). 
Note: To check items in an attribute table (i.e. boundary. pat): Arc: items boundary.pat. 
If any items need to be added, use the ADDITEM command. Then set that item by using 
the CALCULATE command. You can also use the DROPITEM command to remove any 
items that you do not need: however, it is not necessary to remove extra items. 
2. Now go into ArcEdit, and bring up the boundary coverage, and get the bounding 
coordinates: 
Arc: ae 
ArcEdit: edit boundary 
ArcEdit: drawe all 
ArcEdit: draw 





x = 366632 
Y = 4554671 
lSI 
3. Then calculate the number of rows and columns you will have in your fishnet based on 
the desired cell resolution (for this example, 100 m x 100 m cells (2.5 acres) will be 
used): 
~x = 366632 - 352500= 14132 ~ -----7 14132 = 141 CO/II111l1S 
100111 100 
~ '" = 4554671 - 4544151 = 10520 ~ -----7 10520 = 105 rows 
100111 100 
4. Now you must create two grid coverages: one for the boundary coverage. and one for the 
rivers or streams coverage (based on flow direction). The following is an example of how 
to do this-first the usage for the Arc command is given, followed by an example: 
For the boundary coverage: 
Arc: polygrid <in_cover> <outgrid> {value_item} 
Arc: polygrid boundary boundgrid code 
Converting polygons from boundary to grid boundgrid 
Cell Size (square cell): 100 
Convert the entire coverage? (YIN): n 
Grid Origin (x, y): 352500,4544151 
Grid Size (mows, ncolumns): 105, 141 
Number of Rows = 105 
Number of Columns = 141 
IMPORTANT: Once this is finished, use the describe command to get the new 
"-
BOUNDARY coordinates. This will give you new Xmin, Ymin, Xmax, and Ymax 
coordinates-use these new coordinates from now on (instead of using the coordinates 
you got from ArcEdit). 
Arc: describe boundgrid 
Description of Grid boundgrid 
Cell Size = 100.000 Data Type: Integer 
Number of Rows = 105 Number of values = I 
Number of Columns = 141 Attribute Data (bytes) = 8 
BOUNDARY STATISTICS 
Xmin = 352500.000 Minimum value = 1.000 
Xmax= 366600.000 Maximum value = 1.000 
Ymin= 4544151.000 Mean = 1.000 
Ymax= 4554651.000 Standard Deviation = 0.000 
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For the stream coverage: 
Arc: linegrid <in_cover> <outgrid> {value_item} 
Arc: linegrid rivers rivergrid direct 
Converting arcs from rivers to grid rivergrid 
Cell Size (square cell): 100 
Convert the Entire Coverage? (Y/N): n 
Grid Origin (x. y): 352500.4544151 
Grid Size (nrows. ncolumns): 105. 141 
Enter background value (NODA TAl ZERO): nodata 
Number of Rows = 105 
Number of Columns = 141 
Arc: describe rivergrid 
Description of Grid rivergrid 
Cell Size = 100.000 Data Type: Integer 
Number of Rows = 105 Number of values = 8 
Number of Columns = 141 Attribute Data (bytes) = 8 
BOUNDARY STATISTICS 
Xmin= 352500.000 Minimum value = 1.000 
Xmax= 366600.000 Maximum value = 8.000 
Ymin= 4544151.000 Mean = 5.198 
Ymax = 4554651.000 Standard Deviation = 2.087 
NOTE: These coordinates should be the same as the coordinates for boundgrid. 
5. The last coverage you will need is a TIN coverage for your watershed. Use the 
CREATETIN command-see the Arc/INFO reference manuals for instructions on 
creating a TIN. 
6. It is a good idea to double-check your coverages and attribute tables, and your grids at 
this point. You can check them in ArcView if you prefer ArcView over Arc/INFO. It is 
best if all of the coverages and grids are stored in the same directory. After all of your 
coverages and grids look correct, you are then ready to begin creating your fishnet using 
the interface developed by Liao ( 1996). 
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Running the Interface 
1. You will have to have permission to access the directory where the interface is stored-
contact Dr. Sunday Tim to get permission (Iim(aliaslale.edu). 
2. The following is an example application of how to run the interface developed by Liao 
(\996). Only the first part of the interface entitled "AGNPS Data Generation" needs to be 
run. The ArcView/AGNPS interface described in this thesis can do the rest. Keep in mind 
this is only an example. so your coverage names and directories may differ. Here is the 
background information for this example: 
, Dataset: Lake Icaria 
,.. Location of coverages: Ihome/strats/research 
,.. Location of interface: Ihome/liao/new-agnps 
";.- Coverages used: boundary. boundgrid. soil. cn_number. mainstreams. streamgrid. 
tin_icaria, landcover 
NOTE: As the AML's are running while you are creating the fishnet. it is a good idea to 
watch for errors (i.e. "Stopping AML due to error"). If an error appears. you should stop 
there and try to find your error. You will then have to start that function over. 
3. The following commands will begin the interface: 
Arc: ws Ihome/Jiao/new-agnps 
Arc: &amlpath Ihome/liao/new-agnps 
Arc: &menupath Ihome/liao/new-agnps 
Arc: &r nps 
The interface will open, and you should choose: "AGNPS Data Generation". 
4. Menu: "Nonpoint Source Pollution Modeling System": choose "Fishnet coverage 
generation ". 
". Boundary coverage: Ihome/stratslresearch/boundary 
.,. Xminimum: 352500 Yminimum: 4544151 (coordinates from boundgrid) 
";.- Xmaximum: 366600 Ymaximum: 4554651 
";.- Cell size: 100 
~ Number of rows: 105 Number of columns: 141 
y Name of fishnet coverage: fishnet 1 00 (do not specify a directory path for this) 
~ Name of cell numbering: cellno (this must be called "cellno") 
• NOTE: For each menu, when you are done entering the parameters, click "OK". 
Then when it is done running, click "CANCEL". 
5. Menu: "Topological Factor Generation" 
y Fishnet: fishnet \ 00 
).- TIN: Ihome/strats/researchltin_icaria 
,.. Xminimum: 352500 Yminimum: 4544151 
,. Xmaximum: 366600 Ymaximum: 4554651 
, Cell size: 100 
,. Elevation: elev 1 00 
,. Slope: sip 1 00 
,. Length of slope: lenslp 100 
,. USLE-LS factor: Is 100 
} 
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These are new output files that are 
temporarily created. any names will work. 
6. Menu: "Receiving Cell Number Generation" 
,. Fishnet coverage: fishnet 100 
,. Cell number: cellno 
,. Boundary: Ihome/strats/research/boundgrid 
, Elevation: elev I 00 
." Stream direction: Ihome/stratslresearch/streamgrid 
." Aspect: aspect (item to be created in fishnet I OO.pat) 
,. Receiving cell number: receive (item to be created in fishnet lOO.pat) 
7. Menu: "Curve Number Generation" (select COVERAGE) 
;- Main coverage: Ihome/strats/research/cn_cover 
., Item: CN (item to be created in fishnet I OO.pat) 
,. Fishnet coverage: fishnet I 00 
8. Menu: "USLE - K Factor Generation" (select COVERAGE) 
,. Main coverage: Ihome/strats/research/soil 
., Item: K (item to be created in fishnet J OO.pat) 
,. Fishnet coverage: fishnet I 00 
9. Menu: "USLE - C Factor Generation" (select COVERAGE) 
>- Main coverage: Ihome/strats/research/landcover 
J.- Item: C (item to be created in fishnet 100.pat) 
,. Fishnet coverage: fishnet 1 00 
10. Menu: "USLE - P Factor Generation" (select CONSTANT unless you have a coverage 
containing p-factor values) 
..,. Fishnet coverage: fishnet 1 00 
>- Item name: P (item to be created in fishnet 100.pat) 
,. Constant value: I 
11. Menu: "Slope Shape Factor Generation" (select CONSTANT) 
>- Fishnet coverage: fishnet I 00 
>- Item name: shape (item to be created in fishnet I OO.pat) 
>- Constant value: 1 
12. Menu: "Manning's Coefficient Generation" (select COVERAGE) 
,. Main coverage: Ihome/stratslresearch/landcover 
." Item: N (item to be created in fishnet 100.pat) 
,. Fishnet coverage: fishnet I 00 
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13. Menu: "SCC Factor Generation" (select COVERAGE) 
.,. Main coverage: Ihome/strats/research/landcover 
,.. Item: SCC (item to be created in fishnet 100.pat) 
.,. Fishnet coverage: fishnet 100 
14. Menu: "COD Factor Generation" (select COVERAGE) 
,. Main coverage: Ihome/strats/research/landcover 
,.. Item: COD (item to be created in fishnet 100.pat) 
,.. Fishnet coverage: fishnet I 00 
15. Menu: "Soil Texture Generation"' (select COVERAGE) 
., Main coverage: Ihome/stratslresearch/soil 
-, Item: Texture (item to be created in fishnet I OO.pat) 
,.. Fishnet coverage: fishnet I 00 
16. Menu: "Fertilizer Level Generation" (select COVERAGE) 
,. Main coverage: Ihome/strats/research/landcover 
,. Item: FL (item to be created in fishnet 100.pat) 
,. Fishnet coverage: fishnet I 00 
17. Menu: "Channel Type" 
,.. Fishnet coverage: fishnet I 00 
,. Item I: channel (item to be created in fishnet I OO.pat) 
,. Channel cover: Ihome/stratslresearch/mainstreams 
:;.. Item2: CODE (item from the mainstreams coverage) 
,. X_minimum: 352500 Y _minimum: 4544151 
,. X_maximum: 366600 
,.. Cell size: 100 
,. Rows: 105 
., Columns: 141 
Y _maximum: 4554651 
18. The "AGNPS DATA GENERATION" is now complete. Exit out of the interface by 
clicking "EXIT' on the "AGNPS-ARC/INFO" menu. 
19. Now the fishnet and it's attribute table should be checked for any errors. For example, 
check to see if more than one cell has a "receive" of '9999'. '9999' designates a the 
watershed outlet cell-only one can exist. You may use either Arc/INFO or ArcView to 
check for errors. To export the fishnet coverage from ArC/INFO, use the following 
command: 
Arc: export cover fishnet I 00 fishnet I OO.eOO 
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20. The fishnet coverage can be imported into PC ArcView using the "Import71" utility that 
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